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DISCLAIMER

ThiS report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government, Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights, Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof, The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof,
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BERYLLIUM TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
CLEARWATER BEACH, FLORIDA

NOVEMBER 20, 1991

HF_4_-FSP--10017

, .:,,,, Summary by Workshop ChairmanGlen R. Longhurst DE9201.2312
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

In response to the continuing interest in beryllium for applications in fusion
reactors, and as a followup to a similar workshop held September 11,1989 at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, I and a number of the participants thought it would be
worthwhile to hold a second workshop. The opportunity of holding it as a satellite
meeting to the Fifth International Conference on Fusion Reactor Materials (ICFRM5)
seemed too good to miss. With the approval of the organizing committee of ICFRM5, I
solicited prepared remarks from a number of researchers in the field, and the workshop
came into being.

The objectives of the workshop were to (a) bring researchers, developers,
designers, and managers together; (b) get the "flavor" of work in progress on beryllium
at the various institutions; (c) identify areas where additional effort is most needed; and
(d) communicate the results of these discussions to participantsand others with financial
or technical resources to pursue the tasks identified. The first three objectives were very
satisfactorily met at the workshop. This summary, together with its attachments, is the
primary means of achieving the fourth objective. We considered alternative means of

publication at the workshop, lt was the consensus of the participants that informal
publication and distribution would be the least expensive and most expeditious.

Participation in the workshop exceededour expectations. More than forty persons
attended including representatives from major beryllium manufacturing concerns and
research laboratory personnel from laboratories in Canada, England, France, Germany,
Japan, and the United States. Designers from major fusion projects were there as were
private consultants. A detailed list of participants is included at the end of this summary.

To facilitate the objective of getting the "flavor" of work going on, we agreed at the
I,,,._outset t,,at the workshop would not try to solve any technical issL_es. The prepared

remarks presented were limited to ten minutes per speaker, and no introductions or
comments were given between speakers. This highly compressed format made lt
possible to hear from twelve speakers representing nine different institutions. Copies of
material presented are included with this summary, in some instances this includes
complete text and figures in manuscript format while in others only copies of the

' transparencies used are included. I will not undertake independent summarization of the
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remarks made in these presentation,s beyond what Is given In that material except to list
the presentations In Table 1, ,

t

Table 1. Prepared presentations at the Berylliumtechnology workshop.
I'1i I I I........ ]111 III I I III II III I

Beryllium in the ITER Blanket M. Billone
F

Mechanical Testing of Irradiated Beryllium J, M, Beeston

Tritium Release Measurements on
Irradlated Beryllium D.L. Baldwin

Beryllium Needs for Plasma-facing
Components K.L, Wilson

Thermal Conductivity of Plasma Sprayed Beryllium R.D. Watson

BerylliumResearch at the INEl. G. R, Longhurst
,,

Japanese Beryllium Research Activities for In-Pile
Mockup Tests on ITER H. Kawamura

A Study of Beryllium Bonding on Copper Alloy H, Altman

New Production Technologies J. Marder

Thermophysica! Properties of a New Ingot Metallurgy
Beryllium,Product Line D, R. Floyd

Implications of Beryllium:Steam interactions
in Fusion Reactors G.R. Smolik

A Test Program for Irradiation Embrittlement of
Beryllium at JET D.R. Harries

Iii II II IIII I II'II I IIIII I I I II II I II IIIII

Following these prepared presentations we had a group discussion of the areas
where additional researchwas needed or plannedand of the relative importance to fusion
of these areas. These are now discussed in generalorder of their estimated significance.
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Dimensional stabilityunder irradiation wassingled out'as requiring the most urgent
attention. Neutron-lnduced swelling has particular significance because of the
requirement for the beryllium not to apply stresses to structural elements of the blanket,
particularly the first wall. Target values of less than 4-5% are sought, possibly through
development of new beryllium with smaller grains, lower impurities, possibly with reduced
oxides, or deliberate anlsotroples.

The next most pressing Issue involves the changes in mechanical properties,
notably ductility and creep resistancewith neutron irradiation. Thermal conductivity Isalso
particularly important, not only its variations with neutron fluence, but with material form.
This is especially important for plasma-facing components such as divertor coatings
where heat loads will be severe, and material survival depends heavily on the ability to
remove heat. Long-term performance in the nuclear environment, Including chemical
compatibility with other blanket components, Is a critical Issue.

Third inpriority was a thorough understanding of tritium interactions with beryllium.
This particularly involveseffectsof Irradiation,becausetritium is generated Inthe beryllium
by nuclear transmutations. Processes of interest include diffusion, trapping and release,
interactions with oxides and other Impurities. _Towardthe end of the ITER lifetime, the
tritium inventory in the beryllium of the blanket neutron multiplier could exceed 2 kg. In
addition to understanding tritium interactions with conventional beryllium, there is a need
to know how these processes work in alternativeforms of beryllium such as foamed, low
density sintered and plasma-sprayed material. Also Important here are thermally-drlvei_
tritium transport characteristics.

Other issues were not ranked in terms of overall importance, but they include a
wide range of concerns. One is the need for good understanding of manufacturing
capabilities and functional integrity for various forms such as pebbles and Iow-dens!ty
blocks. This includes impurity control. A major issue for used beryllium is the
disposal/recycling issue. Presently, irradiated beryllium is not recyclable because of
tritium, B°Co,and 54Mn,which are activation products of impurities in the beryllium. There
is a need to develop the capability to control these impurities during manufacture.
Clarification of disposal requirements, _#ecia!ly as regards the hazardous material
classification, is called for. The issue of available resource was laid to rest by the Brush
Wellmanrepresentatives who Indicatedtheir reservesare thoroughly adequateto provide
beryllium for many years of fusion reactor fabrication. Another fabrication-related issue
is the ability to bond various forms of beryllium to substrates. Getting the required density
and bonding integrity for plasma-spraYed beryllium is especially important. Thermal
bonding of beryllium tiles to keep temperatures down will be a challenging problem.
Again, potential brittleness of beryllium irradiated by r;eutronswill be an issue for bonding
such tiles.

A related topic was alternative alloys involvingberyllium, High alloying with nickel
or other materials was discussed, but several conferees noted that alloying would

L
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/,_j:.... probably.not be effective In reducing plasma blooming or sputter erosion, The nigher Z
'.' alloy atoms would tend to radiate .plasma heat away, but that Is not necessarily

deleterious because the plasma is deliberatelycontaminated by gas puffing in the region
of the divertor to radiate heat away frQmIt, Beryllium intermetalllcswill probably not find
application because of their brittlenesseven though the beryllium will not be used in load-
bearing roles, The aerospace community would very much llke to have beryllium
Intermetalllcs.

Handling of beryllium and personnel protection within the reactor facility is a non-
trivial activity, Her_kAltrnan of JET reported that annual expenditures for accomplishing
that purposeare about £250,000. Activitiesthat require full protective suits with umbilical
air supplies take four times as long to accomplish as If these suits were not required,
Also, cleanup of beryllium dust in the vacuum vessel before personnel entry or after
maintenance operation will require special procedures and techniques, Plasma-spraying
was considered for JET, but the required technology was not available in time to be
Included.

Plasma interactions with beryllium were discussed, In JET both carbon and
beryllium limiters are used, Blooming of both 'these materials into .the plasma is
deleterious, Vapor clouds generated above the contact point during a disruption provide
reasonableprotection from extensiveplasma damage, but runaway electrons can cause
severe problems with beryllium lifetime, Beryllium erosion under normal loading
conditions are as much a concern, however, Calculation of such erosion from available
models Goes not seem to match the avai able data weil,

In summary, there are yet marly issues where we need additional information on
beryllium and its properties, First among these are those relatedto swelling, ductility, and
tritium interactions. The participants in the workshop expressed satisfaction at the
technical interchange that was achieved and agreed that further such interactions should
be considered.
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OVERVIEW
li II I I II

• Design

- ITER
• US andJapan: Multiplier/ThermalBarrier
• EC: Multiplier

- JET
• PlasmaFacingComponent

• Properties/Fabrication ,.

- Physical

- Thermal

- Mechanical ' ,

- Chemical/Compatibility

- Irradiation: Tritium, Helium, Embrittlement

• R&D (Testing)
i

- Fabrication

- Out-of-Pile

- Postirradiation

- in-Pile

• Conclusions
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Introduction
hill I _ , II I II

• ITER Design Applications

- US Design (Fig. 1 and Table 1)

• Multilayer (2 IB, 4 OB)
• Multiplier (TBR ~ 0.9)
• Thermal Barrier (100-400°O)
• SsnteredProduct (cubes or parallelpipeds)
• Porous (6,5-85%td)

- JPN Design (Fig. 2 and Table 1)

• Multilayer
• Multiplier
• Thermal Barrier (100-700°O)
• Pebbles (100% td)

- EC Design (Fig. 3 and Table 1)

• Annular Cylinder (BIT)
• Multiplier (60-100°C)o• Sintered Pellets (-90 Yotd)

- JET

° Low-Z First Wall Coating (Evaporation)
• Limiter
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,, Table 1. Summary of Be Multiplier Parameters
for ITER

" L

Parameter Layered Layered BIT
Blocks Pebbles Pellets

L

Form Blocks Pebbles Hollow
Pellets

Mass, MT

IB 19 ,,,8 .........
OB 187 ,,,185 .........

i

Density/Packing-Fraction, % 65-85 100/60 ~90
,.

Temperatures (°C) at '
100% Power

Physics Tmln/Tmax 130/471 ................
Technology Tmln/Tmax 123/422 100/700a <150

Tritium Generation Rate,
g/day

Physics IB/OB 0.26/1.27 -..... , .........
Technology IB/OB 0.22/1.11 ...............

He + H2 Purge yes yes no

Tritium Inventory, g

Physics IB/OB 5.5/26.9 ...............
Technology IB/OB
after 3 MW-y/m2 230/1130 ...............

a lt will be reduced to ,.,500°Cby a design optimization.
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• ITER Summary Report on Blanket Materials
(February 7-9, 1990)

- Members

• K. Noda (JAERI): Li20, Chairperson
• M.C. Billone (ANL)' Be
• W. Dienst (KfK): Li4SIO4

• T: Flament (CI_)_ PbLi• Lorenzetto T)
° N. Roux(CEA): Li2ZrO3,LiAIO2

- Charter

• Review Data Base
• Develop/Recommend Properties Correlations
• Recommend Uncertainty Estimates
. Recommend R&D Program

- Report

- Status of Data Base
• Graphical/Tabular Data
• Properties Correlations

• Workshop Presentation

- Highlight additional data and models not
included in ITER SummaryReport

j
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(continued)

• Porosity Dependence of Thermal Conductivity

- Baseline Conductivity of 100% dense Be
E

- Porosity Dependencefor Cu and Stainless Steel (Fig. 4)

fp = k/ko = (1-P)(1 + 11 p2)-1

- Limited Be Data Base, D.E. Beasley and R.E, Cooper,
Berylllum/1977(UK data in Figs. 4,5) (for 0 < P < 0.3)

- Higher Porosity (0.4 < P < 0.7) Data Base of Bykovskll,
Dubinin, and Nichkov (SU data In Figs. 4,5)

- US Data on 20% Dense Mesh (Figs. 4,5)

- New Correlation (Fig. 5)

fp = (1 - P)(1+ 3.7 p2)-1

• Porosity Dependence of Young's Modulus (Fig 6)

- Estimated: fp = (E/Eo)= exp (-3.5P)

- Other Data

• D.E. Beasley and R.E. Cooper, Beryllium/1977
• Rosenwasser et al., 1972

mcb/F L/11-91 !03
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,, Beryllium thermal conductivity data vs, temperature and density,(in %TD)
" /
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' Effective conductlV_tty vs, porosity

I • • • I.. A I i I ,, • I _ i J I • I • I .
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Fig, 6, Porosity dependence'of Young's modulus for Be,at room temperature,
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PROPERTIES., ,cont.LI i i ii (11 i ii . '

• Porosity Dependence of Tensile Strength

- ITER
" • St/Sto= exp (-5P)

- Other Data (Fig,.7) ' "
• Beasley and Cooper
, Rosenwasser, Goddard and Hovan
, EG&G

• Porosity Dependence of Compressive
Strength

- ITER
• Sc/Soo= exp (-5P)

- Other Data (fig. 8)
Beasley and Cooper
Rosenwasser, Goddard and Hovan

• Ductility

- ITER
, _,u= (1.0± 0.5) exp (_.71 - 7.13 x 10-31T- 6731)

- Other Data (Fig. 9)
Beasley and Cooper
Rossenwasser, Goddard and Hovan

• EG&G
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Fig, 7b, Comparison of ITER correlation to data for RT tensile strength,
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Fig 9a, ITER correlation for Be ductility with porosity > 10%,
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PROPERTIES cont.

• Compatibility with Stainless Steel

- ITER (Fig. 10)

• d = 6.58 x 104exp (-1.29 x 104/T)t, I_m

100 <t<2000h
823 < T < 1173 K ....

- Comparison to Other Data (Fig, 10)

• Tritium

- Data on Retention/Release

• Jones and Gibson (Fig. 11)
• Wampler(Fig.11)
• Baldwiri (Fig. 12a, b, c)
• Ishitsuka, Kawamuraet. a:l.(Fig. 13)

4

- Diffusion, Solubility, Trapping$
t

• Effects of Surface and Internal BeO?
• Effectsof Microstructure?
• Effects of As-Fabricated Porosity?
• Effectsof He?
• Effectsof dpa?

I mcb/k_]sruhe/6'91/04c
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Tritium release from l O0%-dense hot-pressed
,Be (1.7 wt, % BeO) with 2500 appm tritium and
26000 appm He. ,.
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Tritium release from 100%-dense hot-pres
Be (1.7 wt. % BeO) with 2500 appm tritiumS2#d
26000 appm He at 500°C for 700 hours.
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pressed/s_ntered Be with 55 appm tritium and 780
appm He and 0.9 wt. % BeO.
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Figure 14d. Comparison between 2-D solutions
and Be #3 Data.
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(continued)

• Helium

- Swelling Data Base (Table4 and Fig, 14a)

Major uncertainty Is the ratio of He atoms generated to fast
fluence (,E > 1 MEV), For ATR-Irradiated samples, Baldwin
measurea:

5200 :t:300 appm (He)/1022 fast n/cm2 for 5,0 :t:0,3 x 1022 fast
n/om2

3350 5:170 appm (He)IlO 22 fast n/om2 for 0,26 :t:0,01x 1022
fast n/cm2

- Correlation (Table 4 and Flg. 14b)

• Based on 5200, appm (He)/1022 n/cm2 for ATR
samples when He is not measured directly

• Based on uniform bubble size

mob/FL/11-91/04



-- Swelling of Be (See Fig, 14)
J

Reactor T, °O _t, 1022n/ore2 G_. 103appm Comment
t,,,,, ,

ATR ..75 1,3-5,0 6,8-26 Used

PostATR Usedas lower
1-h anneals 200.500 3,02-3,44 1507-17,9 bound

EBR-II 427.487 0,7-1,27 1,1-2,0 Used

BR2-MOL ~45 0,7-2,9 ? Not used

PostBR2
24-h anneals 400.600 0,7.2,9 ? Not used

MTR <100 0,2-1,0 1,05-5,26 Notused

PostMTR
anneals
(0-1600h) 600.900 0,2-1,0 1,05-5,26 Not used

Correlatlonfor In-reactorswellingat T < 500°C

zW/Vo = 0,115 (G_10 3 ) [1 + 3,0 x 10.3 (GoJ103)005T1,5 exp (.3940/T)], %

ill mobNL111-gt105



ATR andEBR-II swelling data for hot-pressed (100%dense)beryllium,
q
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Comparison o1'correlation to sweillng data for_I_ot-pressed(100%dense)beryllium,
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BACKGROUND

The beryllium irradiation study was initiated to obtain information pertinent to the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)blanket design, The
Information sought was the mechanical properties of untrradlated and irradiated porous
beryllium, including ductility, strength, hardness, surface roughness, microstructure through _
metallography, and swelltng due to irradiation, Fabrication data on four densities (80, 85,
97, and 100%) were to be obtained by cold Isostatic pressing plus sintering, The highest
density was obtained by inclusion of hot isostatic pressing,
)

The design for the ITER water-cooled solid-breeder blanket Included a temperature
distribution from 90°C to 500°C with a significant fraction at the low temperature of 100°C
with production of helium of about 3000 appm/(MW ,y/rez), Most of the beryllium would
be at a tei'nperature between 150°C and 480°C with heltum end-of-life production of 2000-
3000 appm, The tritium production is approximately 8% of the helium production,

OBJECTIVE

The c_bjecttveof thts study was to determine the mechanical behavior of four densities
of beryllium manufactured by the cold-isostatic-pressing plus sintering (CIP-S) method with
the addltk_n of a hot-isostatic-sintering process as needed for the full 100% density, and to
determine what changes to the ductility and strength is caused by neutron irradiation, The
CIP-S method of manufacture is destgned to produce a finished shape and should
considerably reduce the cost of finished parts by reducing the necessary machining to size,
This procedure could be very cost effective in the manufacture of small spheres, tiles, etc,
Part of the study involved the manufacture of the four densities and the determination of
the unirradtated material mechanical properties, The testing of two of the densities, 80 and
97%, after irradiation at 75°C has been completed, Specimens of 85% density irradiated
at 420°C are awaiting decapsulation at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, The
irradiation over a wtder range of temperature of additional specimens of the four densities
is in progress in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA)
2B experiment,

PROCEDURES

Chemistry

Manufacture of the four densities was accomplished at EG&G Rocky Flats, The input
powder was Brush Wellman standard structural grade SP.200-F, The powder was 99,9%.
325 mesh (-44 Izm) with the chemistry (analysis conducted at Brush Wellman) shown in
Table 1,



Table 1, Chemical analysis of ber lilium powder, '' " T , "' ' '

_ I I I ] ] i _ I I ]l Illll IiiI ]iii li IIll I II ii_,ll I i I I ill]l III i I i I i I i ii ] illl I I I II

Be 99,1 C 0,08 Mg 0,02
,,

BeO 0,9 Al 0,04 Other < 0,04

...... (0,3 Be 0,6 O) ........ Metallic each ,
Fe 0,09 Si 0,03

--_ ,-,,,,,, , ,,,,,, ,,, , ,.... ,, ,,,

Metallography

Metallography was conducted ota specimens taken from the blocks with the typical
porosity distribution shown In Ftgure 1, while Figures 2(a) through 2(d) shuw the variations
tn density from 80% to 100% theoretical density, Variations in density in a block are
probably due to powder segregation in the vibrated compact with agglomeration of fines,
For example, calculation of the densities of some samples from weight andmeasurements
gave 82% instead of 80% and 99% instead of 97%, Fines are generally higher in A1 and
Si which are sintering aids resulting in higher density at a given sintering temperature, After
cold isostatic pressing, the powder particles are severely cold worked, and upon sintering at
the lower temperatures (-1050 °C) recrystallization occurs with a fine grain structure, Upon
heating to higher temperatures some grain growth occurs, which is inhibited by oxides, etc,
This effect is visible in Figures 2(a) through 2(d),

Processing

The manufacture of porous beryllium to different densities can best be accomplished
with powder metallurgy techniques, These porous Be samples were all CIP'ed identically
and then sintered at different temperatures to achieve the desired density, CIP'ed billets
were made from SP.200-F powder, The billets were made using a 2-inch diameter by 18-
inch long polyurethane bag in which the powder was pressed, The polyurethane had a
Shore A hardness of 60.65, After vibratory packing, residual air was removed and the bag
was sealed and CIP'ed at 414 MPa (60 ksi) for 15 minutes, The CIP process converts the
loose pack powder, which is approximately 55% dense, to a compact that is approximately
80% dense, At this stage the CIP billet is rigid and can be handled and/or machined, The
CIP'ed billets were sintered under vacuum (13 mPa/100 _Torr) at different temperatures
to achieve the desired density, The processing sequence for each density is given in Table 2,

The sintering step controls the resultant density by varying temperature or time, For
these specimens, the temperature was varied between 1050°C and 1250°C, and the time was
held constant at 4 hours, Successful sintering requires a controlled heat-up cycle, During
heat-up, residual gasses contained in the CIP billet are released to the vacuum system. If
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Table 2, Production temperatures and times for the four densities achieved,

Sample CIP Sinter HIP
Density (Pressure/Time) (Temperature/Time/Vacuum) (Pressure/Temp)

, -,,,80% 413 MPa/15 rain 1050°C/4 ht/10"4Torr N/A
,, ,, ,,. ,,,, , ,,J, , .., ......

~85% 413 MPa/15 rain 1100°C/4 hr/10'4 Torr N/A ,,

~97% 413 MPa/15 rain 1250°C/4 hr/104 Torr N/A
.......... ,,, ,.

~100% 413 MPa/15 min 1250°C/4 hr/10"4Torr 103 MPa/1000°C/3 hr

tile heat-up cycle is too fast, the parent metal will be oxidized. The CIP billets were placed
in the vacuum furnace the day before temperature cycling and evacuated to 1.3 mPa (10
_Torr). This vacuum was maintained for a minimum of 12 hours. The temperature cycle
during sintering is shown in Figure 3. Approximately 2 hours was required for heat-up to
tile final sintering temperature, The vacuum was monitored closely during this initial heat-
up such that the temperature was stabilized or reduced at points of major gas evolution (i.e.
the vacuum gauge increased above 13 mPa or 10 .4 Torr).

Hot isostatic pressing was used as a final step in the 100% dense samples, Hot
isostatic pressing closes ali residual porosity remaining after sintering. The pressure,
temperature, and time parameters were 103 MPa, 1000°C, and 3 hours, respectively.

The production of individual specimen shapes by the CIP-S method was not pursued
due to funding and time constraints. A fabrication cost assessment report was produced
with the cooperation of Brush Wellman, Elmore, OH. That report, EGG-FSP-9120, June,
1990, was published with a discussion of approximate costs for block pieces.

Mechanical Preparation

Specimens for tensile tests at EG&G Rocky Flats were machined under oil to better
contain particulate dispersal during the machining process. Machining under oil should also
reduce machining damage that could influence tensile testing. The density was determined
after initial machining of the block, The block was measured to within 0.025 mm, weighed
to the nearest tenth of a gram, and the density determined by the ratio of the weight to
volume. The% density was calculated assuming a theoretical density corresponding to
beryllium with 1% BeO, i.e., 1.854 g/cm 3. The density of the specimens from the blocks
wlries slightly as was noted in the metallography and in the density data in Table 3. The
tensile properties of the porous Be samples measured by EG&G Rocky Fiats are given also
in Table 3,



Table 3, Tensile properties for porous beryllium samples,

Sample Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Elongation Number
Density (0,2%, MPa) (MPa) (%) of Tests

8(1% 162 ± 12.7 167 +_ 14,4 (),25 ± 0,1 5*
,,

85 % 211-± 18,6 240 +_2(),0 0,37 ± 0,06 3*i

86,6 % 205 -+ 31,7 244,6 -+ 42 0,93 ± 0,05 4**

97 % 234 -+ 24,8 302 _+ 11,7 0,6 _+0,1 4*

i00 % 244,6 ± 9.6 318 ± 4,8 0.6 _+0,0.5 4'

* Machining damage noted.
** The 86.6% density block was different than the 85% dense block.

The specimens for rise at EG&G Idaho, Inc. for control samples and for Irradiation
were dry machined and measured. From the four blocks of different density (85, 90, 97,
100%) 240 specimens were machined, These were in three sizes, 3(1,20, and 6 mm long and

ali at 7.6-mm diameter. The 30-mm specimens were for bend tests, the 20-mm ones for
compression, and the 6-mm samples for splitting tension and tritium measurements,

Irradiation

The irradiation of three sets of samples was conducted, The first set consisted of six
capsules irradiated in FFTF MOTA-1G, Five of the six capsules contained a 20-mm long
compression specimen, a 6-mm long splitting tension specimen, and TEM dtsks, These
capsules were numbered V460, V461, V462, V463, and V464, One capsule, V458, contained
a piece 3 mm long and 7,6 mm tn diameter for tritium analysis, These capsules started
irradiation in January 1990 (MOTA-2A Cycle 11) and were removed from the reactor in
March 1991 having attained 300 effective full-power days (EFPD) with a fast fluence of 1,14
x 1(122n/cm 2 (E > 1 MeV) at a temperattire of 420°C. Helium and tritium contents of the
beryllium were calculated to be 1750 appm and 16(1appm, respectively, Since these samples
have not yet been removed from their capsules, no measurement of gas production has been
possible.

The second set was irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) A-11 and A-10
positions from April 29, 1990 to August 5, 1991 at a temperature of 75°C, The set consisted
of six 20-mm compression samples and six 6-mm splitting tension or tritium analysis samples
v_ith one half of the samples 80% dense and half 97% dense, The samples attained a
fluence of 2,6 x 1021 n/cre 2 (E > 1 MEV), Measurements of the helium and tritium
contents by D. L. Baldwin of Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory gave 'lt-le at 733 and 872
appm and 3H at 55,3 and 71,8 appm for the 80% and 97% dense specimens, respectively. 1

4
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These values were roughly two.thirds of the a prtort calculated values of 1200 appm helium
and 100 appm trltium_ respectively,

,

The third set consisted of sarnples of the four densities being irradiated In FF'rF
MOTA-2B at temperatures of 365°C (below ochreBCCA), at 425°C at level 4 (4B) and at
550°C at level 2 (2B), The samples consisted ot'3 each for compression testing of each of
the four densities, three each fox'splitting tension or tritium analysis of the four densities,
and 3 samples 30 mm long of the 100% density for bend testing, The capsules also
contained TEM specimens, These samples are presently tn the FFTF reactor,

TEST RESULTS

Compression Tests

'Fhe compression tests on the control and irradiated specimens from the ATR A-10
and A-li positions were conducted on an MTS Test Frame according to ASTM E.9
Standarct Test Methods of Compression Testing of Metallic Materials at Room
Temperature, The results of control specimen tests are given in Table 4,

Table 4, Compression tests on control specimens,
i , ,, i , i , j , illli , , , , I I '1 ' I'l, li'_li ,* i i , , I , I ii , ,, ' }

Nominal YteldStrength* Ultimate Maxtmum Ductility Number
Initial (0,2%.,MPa) Strength** Strength at End of ot,Tents

Density at .--.1,5% at End of Test Test
(%) (MPa) (MPa) (%)

, , k li I ' " III . ,Zr I li li I IIII IIII I 7 2 [I Tr I i

1(X) 230 +- 11 458 zt:44 479 ::t:41 2,7 2
, | ,. ,,, , , , , ,

97 216 -+7 310 ::t:9,6 454 -.t:10 3,1 5
,, ,, , ,,, ,_ ,, ........... , i

80 140 :t:3 2(14:t: 5 207 :t::8 1,74 5
, ,, ,L, , -

* Ix_adtngrate 0,(X)4ln/ln/mln,
** Calculation of ultimate strength at about 1,5%strain to preclude barrelling effects,

'l"he compression tests on the Irradiated specimens were conducted at room
temperature at a loading rate of 0,004 In/In/rain, Length measurements were made c_nthe

AL
irradiated specimens before testtng from which a swelltng value, -L-' was calculated, Since

hot pressed beryllium exhibits generally tsotroplc swelltng behavior, 3 _ ,., .--,AV TheL V

results from Irradiation to 2,6 x 1021n/cre_ (E > 1 MeV) are gtven In Table 5,



.. . ,............. , .... ._ ................................... . ........... ..

Tablo _, Con_pr_sslon _tr_n_th_ ductility, utld _w_ll{la_oi' Irradiated _lmc nmt_,

Sl'mclme,rl D_ri,,,llly l.,erigtli (rrirrl) Yield t.Jltlrrlate, Di.mtl-
Ni.lhiimr (%) .................. I Strurlgth Strt;rigtl'i llty** I..,

1]ei(>reI After* {Ml:'u) .......(MP li) (%) (%)

l 97 2(},295 2(L34() !)28 970 (},59 (},23

2 8() 2(),32() 2(),345 651 675 (),43 (),13

3 8() 2(),244 2(),288 638 657 0,41 (),21

7 80 20,32() 2(),36() 544 568 (),35 (),2()
_ : ...... : ......... ,, ............. : .... _,,,,,_ , .,, , ,, -

11 97 2(),345 2(),384 927 98,5 (),64 (),i 9
, , ............. I ..... t_ , , , , , ,i---.--_ ,,,,., ........... ,, ,, , , |_ ,

12 97 2(),32() 2(},445 93() 992 0,69 (),13
_. • _...... ! =-_, - '-- _ . _-:_-q "" '._:! . " ........... : : :::± tq,i:il .=i : .... H, :" ..... ' ''_ '" ' ' .... :- ' :

• '1'hlrd declrnal l"Jlaceestltrillted,
• *Due,tlllty to dr(.ip In load or end ()I' tesl,

The splitting tenslota tests on coritrol and lrrndlttted spetslrriens were c(_nducted
aoo_u'dlng to AS'FM I) 3967, Stitnclltrd 'I"est Method for Splitting Tensile Strength of Irltnct
Rock Core Speclrrlells, We rec(ignlzed thlit the c(itltrol (urllrradlicited) Slmclmens w()tild ilot
quicillt'yfor Iclvalid test hectiuse (ii'their ductility (elongicith_rl(ii'(),25% to (),6% - sew 'l_tible 3),
However, because, (_1'the l(_wductility (.ii'the 8()% derlslty (0,25%) we were interested Iri
tnaklng this test, "lk,v_ (lt' the 80% detlslty ut_lrrncllated samples failed in brittle I'ricicti.ireut
ii stre,ss ni' 32 ± 1()MPii while t,,w_lll(.)re t'lliled ill ihu dtictllu ill(.)de flS tllS(..idid i)Ile i;)t'the

97% dense snrnplt;s, The; specln-lens tlilit I'llllt:cl111tl_e ductile l'n()de did not exhibit the
center diameter cracking c,l_l.irlicterlstlc_t' ii valid splitting tension stress pattern,

The results of the Sl._llttlilg terlsl()=i tests hy tllamutral llne corril, lessl()n ()rl the,
lrrlidtatcd specimens are given Iii 'I'nble 6, 'l"he lrradluted speclrnens t'ttllcd suddenly (non-
ductile) with the chiiractei'lsltc dluinetrl.II line failure, One halt' ()t' the cylinder exl_lhlted
secnndl:iry crticks, while one lalllt' l:it)l)elil'e(.tt() hlive little see(.iildiclrycracking, 'lTle rate i:)t'
loading was (),()04 lIUIn/mlt_,

Table 6, Spllttlilg tellsltill tests etl lrrndlnted berylllurll,
...... _ _, ii _ , , _,_, ,, ....... , ,:i: :::7 :7 ,; ---ir_, '', _.'.,-% .:: .......

I

l)enstty Speclrrlei_ Splitting q'enslle [ Average o t

=......... (%):, --,= Nurrlber Strength, _i, (MI'icl) (Mpa........................... i )
8O 5 9()

...................... 88-t= 4
80 6 85

97 9 , 126
........... 130 ± 4

97 1() 133

6
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Hardness and Surface Roughness

The hardness and surface roughness were measured on machined samples of'each of
the f'c_urcte,nsitles, The samples were, "/,6 mm in diameter by 6 mm long, 'l'l_e Rockwell B
harclness, measured in four place,s, and the surf*aceroughness In rrns rnicrorneters are given
In Table 7,

Table 7, Hardness and surface roughness data,
J_, [j I ] I _ t_] III lit I IIIFr .1111 _1 i I IIII) I I.. I II i Iii I ] -i iiii [ I i iiiiii i fl [ [ i ii i I i iiii [ i i I I ii III i i irl i i ii ii i_ II I ] - [¢ I

Density (%) [ Rockwell 13Hardness I Surface Roughness
i

I I (rms........... ,....... I ........
100 83,6 -..t:0,7 1,3

97 81,8 :!: 0,3 1,3

85 89,1 zt:1,4 1,6

80 29,3 ::!:0,5 2,5

'l'rltlun: Release

One of the concerns associated with structural failure of irradiated beryllturn Is the
potential for tritium release, Analysisz of release measurement data by Baldwin:_indicated
a low solubility of tritium In the beryllium itself, but tritium produced in the beryllium,
mainly from the reaction chain beginning with the 9Be (n, a) 6He reaction, seems to reside
mainly in mlcrovotds and t'lellurnbubbles with some in oxide inclusions, The chemical state
of the tritium released depends largely on which reservoir lt comes from, Tritium coming
fr(ma the w_lds and bubbles is mainly elemental gas while tritium coming from oxide
Inclusions tends to come out as tritiated water, HTO, When beryllium containing tritium
experiences mechanical failure, we expect that some tritium will be released,

To get some idea of the nature and magnitude of the release, the air in the vicinity
of the beryllium specimen was sampled continuously with the sample stream routed through
a dual-ion chamber trttiurn monitor and then through a water bubbler, The dual ion
chamber was for gamma compensation which was necessary because the observed signal due
to gamma effects tn the ton chamber was of the same order as that from trttlum, General
tfl3scrvatlonswere that for the high-density Irradiated specimens, where failure was generally
by plastic deformation, although there was perceptible tritium release, tt was very small,
barely detectable above background, By comparison, when the low.density beryllium fatled,
there was massive brittle fracture, and a large number of fragments of wlrtous sizes were
produced, Production of the free surface area was invariably associated with a substantial
tritium release,



It is not possible to get accurate quantitative information on ,the magnitude of the
release because, ns was apparent from smoke drift patterns, high air flows prevented
'thorough mlxtng of the trttium In the glovebox, Also, transient thnes for both the volume
change tn the ion cllamber and the glovebox are nearly identical, That makes tt difficult to
distinguish classical, fully-mixed dilution from a scenarto where the tritium was released in
a relative dense plume that was quickly transported to the vent, While the sampltng point
was located such as to be in the mtdst of the plume, only order of magnitude estimates of
total release are possible, Our estimate was that a total of 217 _Ct was released in our
testing, of which 211 [.tClcame from two 80% dense sample failures, That corresponds to
something on the order of 5 × 10.4 of the tritium believed to be in the specimens, Tritium
content In the water bubbler was only 68 _+14 nCt suggesting that less than (),1% of the
trttlum coming from the samples was in the oxide form,

i

DISCUSSION

The ductility at the tenstle yteld strength of beryllium ts reported 'l to be low because
of ltmited slip systems so that a substantial amount c_fthe plastic flow is due to twinning,
The ductility of beryllium in compression is notably higher than in tension tests, Upon
irradiation at low exposures, the t:,roductlon of helturn reduces the ductility due to the large
amounts of helium produced and the pinning effects of the interstitial helium atoms, For
this reason, and the added advantage of being able to use shorter specimen lengths in
testing than would be required for tension tests (hence using less irradiation space per test
specimen), the mechanical properties of irradiated beryllium have been Investigated in this
report principally through compression testing,

Although the ductlltty is higher tn compression, the tensile yield strength at 0,2% offset
is lower than expected, In comparing the tensile yteld strength in Table 3 with the
compression yield strength in Table 4, one may see that the compression yield strength of
unlrradlated beryllium ts about 91% of its tensile yield strength while the compression
ductility is four to six ttmes greater (specimens did not buckle),

The tensile s!rength of irradiated beryllium is most difficult to measure at fluences
greater than 1 x 10°l n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV) (helium contents of about 450 appm), However,
the splitting tensile test, which produces dtarnetral line compression, and the bend test allow
a measurement to be made of the tensile strength in complex stress fields, The splitting
tensile strength of the 80% dense specimens irradiated to 2,6 x 1021n/cre2 (E > 1 MeV)
(helium content of about 730 appm) was found to be about 54% of the untrradlated tensile
strength and only about 70% of the corresponding strength of the 97% dense material
(compare Table 3 and Table 5), A reduction in the mechanical and physical property values
with increased porosity and lower density ts expected, Except for the fracture toughness and
notched Charpy impact, the property value decrease with porosity ts generally ltnear, s
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Examination of the compression yield strength, ductility, and swelling (Table 5) for the
beryllium Irradiated to 2,6 ×10 st n/ems (E > 1 MeV) gives the values in Table 8,

Table 8, Strengthmeasurement summary for irradiated beryllium, "
i iii i i iii i ii i [ i ] I ii iii [i ii iiii [ i 1 i ii i[ i _ i ii i i i i1[ i lT II I I _ ]

Density Yield Strength Ductility Linear Swelling
(%) (0,2%, MPa) (%) ZIL/L (%)

, , "[' lt I' ,, ,_d I [ Ii fl I i i Ii IiI1_]11 ii I [ i i ii Ii ii i iii I I i i i I i i III II

80 611 ± 58 0,40 ± 0,04 0,18 ± 0,04
iiii iiiii irl i i ii i i i i iii ii

97 928 ± 4,3 0,64 ± 0,05 0,18 ± 0,05
.......... , ,r _ _ _ , , : i;'7'

Upon comparison with the unlrradtated values in Table 3, one may see there is
approximately a four.fold increase in the compression yield strength with a four.fold

decrease in ductility, The swelling, AV = 3 AL of 0,54% ts unexpected, The values of-7 --L-"
the three tests were close for each density, with a sample standard deviation of 0,04% and
0,05% for the 80% and 97% dense samples, respectively,

Further comparison of the values with other work 6'7 reveals that the compression
yield strength and ductility are about the same at equivalent fluence and temperature, The
swelling, howew'.r, is a factor of 4 times higher than that gtven by the equation

Al/ (%) = 0,549 (¢_t)1'°35 (1)V

where _t is the fluence in units of 10zz n/crez (E > 1 MEV),

lt is unusual that the swelling of the 80% dense beryllium is the same as that for the
97% dense beryllium, We rationalize that if the helium went into closed pores, the swelling
might be the same in the porous beryllium as in the fully dense, We expect that there is
some imprecision on the swelling values since the accuracy of the measurement allows some
wtriation, However, the repeatability of the three tests for each density was very good,

The ew_lutlon in the elemental form of most of the tritium that comes off when low-
density specimens failed is consistent with the notion that it is resident in interstitial
lc_cattons, voids and bubbles, or closed porosities as opposed to being incorporated in
hydroxides at oxide inclusions, When fracture occllrs, it probably occurs along
_lgglomeratton surfaces for these voids and bubbles, That allows tritium in the exposed
defects to escape with effectively no activation energy, Tritium that may be chemically
bc_und to oxides would require thermal energy to escape, The essential lack of tritium
emission during plastic failures supports this hypothesis,
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Fignre 1. Photomicrographs (200X) showingporosity associated with 86.6% CIP/Sinter Be.
Note that there were areas of higher density (bottom photomicrograph).
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Figure 2(a). 80% dense Be, 200X.

Figure 2(b). 85% dense Be, 2(X)X



Figure 2(c). 97% dense Be, 200X.

Figure 2(d). 100% dense Be, 2(X)X.
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Figure 3. General characteristics of sintering history for CIP-S beryllium specimens.
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Figure: Stepped Anneal of 80% TD Irradiated Be, 300..600C.

Two Independent tritium release curves from integrated ion chamber
measurement and accumulated collection bubbler measurements. Release
curves show 3% release at 300C, 35% release at 400C, 85% at 500C, and 99% at
600C. A small burst release occurred at 600C. Ion chamber release curve

background-corrected to fit collection bubbler release curve.



Figure: Comparison of stepped.anneal release curves for several data sets,

Retained fractton of tritium versus temperature for Irradiated Be (Baldwtn data
sets), Be with Ion-implanted deuterium (Wampler and Kawamura), and
unirradlated, tritium-soaked Be (Jones and Gibson). Also shown ts the current
ITERmodel.
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NEUTRONDAMAGE IN BERYLLIUM

f

, _ D.S. Gelles and H. L. Heinisch
PacificNorthwestLaboratory,P.O, Box 999,

Richland,WA 99352,USA

_Abstract

The effectsof neutronirradiationon themechanicalpropertiesand helium
retention of beryllium are being studied using postirradiationtensile
testing,fractography,and microstructuralexaminationson arc cast beryllium
that was irradiated in the FFTF/MOTA to support the International
ThermonuclearExperimentalReactor design effort. Miniature sheet tensile
specimenswere embrittledby irradiationat 400°C to 8 displacementsper atom
(dpa). Failure with zero ductility is from both transgranularbrittle
cleavage and grain boundary embrittlement. Based on microstructural
examination,embrittlementis ascribed both to helium bubble formationat
grain boundariesand to c-type loop formation. Loop formationof this type
has rarely been reported in the literature. Companion microstructural
examinationspecimensof identicalmaterialwere irradiatedat 500°Cto I dpa.
The major effectof irradiationat 500°Cis the developmentof heliumbubbles
on matrix and grain boundarydislocations,but evidenceof the onset of void
swellingwas found.
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Introduction

Beryllium is being considered for use as a neutron multiplier in the
designs of fusion reactor blankets, including the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), Calculations have indicated
that for maximumtritium breeding efficiency, blanket designs must include
a sizeable volume fraction of Be for neutron multiplication, [I] For
example, a homogeneousblanket design requires 90 vol% beryllium to attain
a maximumtritium breeding ratio (TBR) of 1.49. By careful design and
introductionof a moderator,the TBR can be increasedto 1.54 with
reductionof berylliumto 60 vol%. '

Becauseof this potentiallyimportantrole for beryllium,it is vital
that neutron irradiationeffectsand helium productionbe quantifiedin
beryllium. Large amountsof helium are producedin the neutronmultiplying
reaction:

9Be + n -+ 8Be + 2n (thresholdenergy 2 MeV) ....(i)

8Be -+ 24He ....(2)

Recentefforts in supportof ITER includeexperimentsintendedto
determinethe effectsof neutronirradiationon compatibility,mechanical
propertiesand helium retentionof beryllium.[2-4] As part of that
effort,this reportdescribesfractographicand microstructural

examinationson cast pure berylliumthat was irradia_ _deit er as sheet
tensilespecimensat 400°C to approximately1.8 x 10 n/cm (E > 0.1 MeV)
or 8 displacemeBl_speroatom (dpa)and found to be embrittledor as disks at
500°C to 3.4xI0_" n/cm_ or 1.25 dpa. Dpa estimatesincludedamage due to
helium production.

ExperimentalProcedures

Sheet stock of commercialcast grade fully dense 99.7% pure beryllium
in thicknessesof 2, 5, 8 and 22 mils (0.05,0.13, 0.20 and 0.56 mm) was
providedby J. B. Whitley,Sandia NationalLaboratory- Albuquerque (SNLA).
Twenty-sevenminiaturesheet tensilespecimenswere punched from the sheet
and the specimenswere irradiatedin the Fast Flux Test Facility,Materials
Open Test Assembly (FFTF/MOTA)as part of the BCEI experiment. The
specimenmatrix includedseven specimens2 mils (0.05mm) thick, eight
specimens5 mils (0.13mm) thick,and twelve specimens8 mils (0.20 mm)
thick.

The BCEI experimentwas irradiatedin MOTA cycle IC in a below core
position,with the berylliumtensilespecimenslocatedin helium filled
stainlesssteel canistersat the top of the experimentalo_ssembly,In that
position,they receiveda dose of approximately1.8 x 10_ n/cm2 or 8 dpa
at 400°C and transmutationto about 80 appm He. Fourteendisk specimens
punchedfrom the sheet stockwere insertedinto a helium filled stainless
steel canister and irradiatedin the FFTF/MOTAcycle IB in level 6 canister
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B, Level 6 is an above-core position where disp],_cemen_ damage is reduced.
In that position, they received a dose of 3.4xI0 _" n/cm_ or 1.25 dpa at
500°C with transmutation to about 10 appm He,

Following irradiation, the beryllium tensile specimens were removed
from the helium filled stainless steel canisters and the tensile s_ecimens
were transferredfor testing. During the transferprocess, several
specimens were inadvertently droppedduring remote manipulator handling in
the hot cell, ,The specimens broke after falling about 30 cm, Based on
this demonstration of irradiation embrittlement, tensile testing plans were
reduced in scope and efforts were redirected towards explaining the
embrittlement at 400°C by microstructural examination and extending the
microstructural examinations to 500°C.

Specimens were prepared for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
following standard electropolishing procedures using a twin jet polishing
unitwith an electrolyte solution of 750 ml ethylene glycol, 75 ml nitric
acid, 15 ml sulfuric acid, and 15 ml hydrochloric acid operating at 9 to 13
V and with the solution cooled to about -20°C. Typical polishing times
approached three hours. Fractography was performed on a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) operating at 10 keV; TEMwas performed on a scanning
transmission electron microscope operating at 120 keV.

Results

Tensile Testing

Four irradiated specimens were ', sted. Three were fabricated from
0.008" (0.20 mm) sheet and one was fabricated from 0.005" (0.13 mm) sheet.
One control specimen was also tested and demonstrated a yield strength of
230 MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of 296 MPa and uniform elongation of
2.5%. Ali four irradiated specimens failed without plastic deformation,
one of the 0.008" (0.20 mm) thick specimens breaking in the grip section.
The ultimate tensile strengths were 275 and 284 MPAfor the thicker
specimens and 177 MPafor the thinner specimen. Therefore, irradiation
resulted in severe embrittlement, with failures at stresses slightly below
the ultimate tensile strength of the unirradiated material.

Fractographic Examination

Two broken sheet tensile specimens were examined by SEM, The specimens
had been punched from sheets of different thickness; one was from 0.002"
(0.05 mm) sheet and the other from 8 mil (0.20 mm) sheet. Fractographic
examinations revealed different modes of fracture.

Examples of the fracture mode for the thicker irradiated specimen are
given in Figure I. A low magnification example of the entire fracture
surface is shown in Figure la, and a higher magnification example of the
full width of the fractured sheet is shown in Figure lb. The grain size is
on the order of 40 /lm and failure is by transgranular brittle cleavage.
The transgranular brittle cleavage response is shown in greater detail in
Figure lc.
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Failure in the thinner specimen is shown in Figure 2. Again, a low
magnification example of the entire fracture surface is given in Figure 2a,
and a higher magnification example of the full width of the fractured sheet
can be seen in Figure 2b. The grain size is on the order of 20 vm,
allowing approximately two grains across the width of the sheet, and
failure is Dy intergranular fracture. Several examples of deep grain J
boundary cracks can be identified in Figure 2b, but no evidence for helium
bubble decoration of the grain boundary surfaces can be seen. Therefore,
the mode of failure would appear to be dependent on the thickness of the
sheet stock used, and both irradiation hardening of the matrix and relative
weakening of the grain boundaries is indicated. The cause of the decrease
in strength and the transition to intergranular fracture for the thinner
specimens is not understood, lt may be due to the limited number of grains
across the specimen thickness and the resulting enhanced shear stresses
that can be promoted along suitably oriented grain boundaries, or to an
impurity effect not yet understood.

Microstructural Examination Following Irradiation at 400°C

The microstructure of the irradiated beryllium sheet specimens was
found to include a low density of dislocation tangles of a/3 <1120> a-type
Burgers vectors, possibly present before Irradiation, a high density of
small loops with c<0002> c-type Burgers vectors and evidence for small
bubbles on grain boundary dislocations. However, the dislocation images
obtained were very sensitive to the imaging conditions used, For example,
inside contrast for c-type loops was very strong, but outside contrast
obtained by changing the sign of g gave very diffuse images that could
easily be overlooked.

Figure 3 has been prepared to show examples of dislocation images in
two specimens of cast beryllium following irradiation at 400°C to 8 dpa,
In the figure, similar imaging conditions in vertical pairs are shown, with
the first three vertical pairs of the same area of a foil oriented near
(1102) under different imaging conditions. Figures 3d and 3h show an area
in a different specimen oriented near (1210). Most apparent in this series
is that Figures 3f, 3g, and 3h clearly reveal a high density of small
defects, whereas all other imaging conditions show these features in very
poor contrast. Because some residual contrast is visible for each of the
small defects, it is not possible to identify a g.b=O condition with zero
contrast and determine precisely the appropriate Burgers vector. However,

based on the observation that only one variant is present for a given
imaging condition, a pyramidal Burgers vector cannot be present, and
therefore, the Burgers vector must be pure prism or <0001>.

Figure 4 provides evidence for the formation of helium bubbles at grain
boundaries in beryllium irradiated at 400°C to 8 dpa. Figure 4a is a
bright field image of a grain boundary node. lt shows a mottled appearance
on two of the boundaries forming the node and bubble-like images on the
third boundary which is more steeply inclined. These images indicate that
bubbles about 4 nm in diameter are present at high density on these
boundaries. Figure 4b is a dark field image using 01ii contrast showing a
low angle tilt boundary consisting of four parallel dislocations. The
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dislocationsappear as a necklaceof dark pearls, The pearl-likefeatures
are probablyhelium bubblesattachedto the subgrainboundarydislocations
and are about 10 nm. Therefore,helium bubblesat grain boundariescan
vary considerablyin size,dependingon the densityof nucleationsites (or
bubbledensity)on the boundary,

MicrostructuralExaminationFollowingIrradiationat 5o0°c

The microstructure of the beryllium sheet specimens irradiated at 500°C
included a low density of dislocation tangles of a/3 <11_0> a-type Burgers
vectors, which were possibly present before irradiation. No smail loops
were found, Ali matrix and grain boundary dislocations were decorated with
cavities that were generally spherical. Examples are provided in Figure 5,
Figure 5a shows a/3 <11_0> dislocations decorated with cavities in a thin
specimen, Figure 5b shows a subgrain boundary and a nearby dislocation
decorated with cavities, Cavity sizes vary, but on a given dislocation
they are fairly uniform, The size appears to be proportional to the
spacingon a given di_location,with the largercavitiesfartherapart.
Some cavities are as large as 20 nm, but the averagesize for cavitieson
dislocationsis 10 ± 2 nm and the averagesize for cavitieson subgrain
boundarydislocationsis 6.6 ± 2 nm. Also, cavitiesoften appearedas
brightcircular featuresin weak-beamdark-fieldcontrasteven when
dislocationswere out of contrast. Therefore,the cavitiesare believedto
be pressurizedbubblesas indicatedby their circularshape, their
associationwith point defect sinks such as dislocationsand grain
boundaries,and by dark field strain contrast. The bubblesare expectedto
be filledwith helium. However,facets and sharp cornerscan be identified
on some of the largestcavities,indicatingthat they may have grown by
preferentialabsorptionof vacanciesinto voids with reduced helium
pressures, lt may be noted that sharp cornerson pressurizedcavities
develop intolerablyhigh stressesin the adjacentmatrix. If this
interpretationis correct,then at higherdamage levels,void swellingdue
to preferentialabsorptionof interstitialsat dislocationsmay lead to
density_changesthat are larger than those simplydue to helium generation.

Discussion

The ITER team is expected to specify porous beryllium at levels between
80 and 90% full density for neutron multiplication in the blanket.

That material will be difficult to examine for microstructural stability
because of its porosity and the resultant difficulties with specimen
preparation. 'The present results on arc cast beryllium irradiated at 4oooc
to 8 dpa and at 500°C to I dpa provide a basis for understanding how such
complex materials behave at fusion-relevant temperatures and irradiation
conditions. Similar observations on the less dense, more fusion-prototypic
porous beryllium will be more difficult to obtain, partly because
mechanical properties will be complicated by porosity, and because
microstructural analysis of porous material will be more difficult,

This work has shown that irradiationof berylliumat 400°C to about 8
dpa leads to embrittlementdue to transgranularand intergranularfailure,
The specimenfabricationtechniquemay be partly responsiblefor



postirradiation failure, since it is possiblethat incipientcracks were
introducedby the punchingoperation, However,before irradiation,the
specimenscould be handledand droppedwith impunity

Microstructuralexaminationdemonstratesthat embrittlementat 400:C is
caused by helium bubble formationon grain and subgrainboundariesand
formationof a high densityof loops with c-type Burgersvector, However,
at 500°C the major effectsof irradiationare helium bubble 'formationon
dislocationsand grain boundariesand dislocationevolution,probably
leadingto irradiation-inducedswelling. Followingirradiationat 400°C, a
high densityof small loops witllc<O0.1>c-type Burgersvectors and a high
densityof small bubbles 1,5 to 10 nm in diameter on dislocationsand grain
boundariesare observed along with a severe loss in ductility, In
contrast,followingirradiationat 500°C, small c-type loops are not found,
and helium bubbleson matrix and grain boundarydislocationsare much
larger,on the order of 10 to 20 nm, despitea dose almost an order of
magnitudelower. Therefore,embrittlementis expectedto be much less
severe followingirradiationat 500°C,but void swellingmay become
significantand post-irradiationheatingwill probablycause failure,

Several reports have ascribed embrittlement of beryllium to helium
bubble formation on grain boundaries, [5-13] but there appears to be only
one mention of non-basal loop formation due to Fast neutron irradiation in
beryllium, [11] even though <0001> dislocations have been reported
following high temperature deformation, [14] Walters et, al, report
findlngOloOps in hot pres@ed beryllium following irradiation at 350°C to
2 x I0: fast neutrons/cm :, a small fraction of which appeared to be on
(11_2} planes with possible Burgers vectors I/6 <0223> or I/3 <1123>, [11]
However, loop Burgers vectors were not characterized in electron irradiated
beryllium, [15] Therefore, either previous experimenters have overlooked
c-type loops or the specimens being examined irl the present work are
behaving differently,

The c-type loops found in this study show unusual contrast since only
simple changes in imaging conditions from +g to -_ cause the loops to
become practically invisible, Also, as shown in Figure 3h, imaging with
g = 0002 gives lobe type contrast resembling that found for coherent
precipitates with misfit strains, Such unusual contrast may indicate that

the c-type loops are not simply agglomerations of point defects but that
helium segregation may also De involved,

Based on the evidenceobtainedto date, it appearsthat irradiation
hardeningwill cause embrittlementof berylliumat temperatureson the
order of 450°C and below, and helium embrittlementand perhapsswelling
will be of concern for irradiationtemperaturesof 500°C and above.

CONCLUSIONS

Sheet tensile specimensof arc cast berylliumare found to be brittle
followingirradiationat 400°C to 8 dpa. Failureis caused by either
transgranularbrittlefractureor by grain boundaryembrittlement,depend-
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irig on specimen thickness, Embrittlement is ascribed both to helium bubble
formation at grain boundaries and to c-type loop formation, Loop formation
of this type has not previously been reported in the literature,

Arc cast beryllium Irradiated at 500°C to I dpa is found to contain a
moderate density of a/3 <II-0> dislocations and matrix and grain boundary
dislocations decorated with helium bubbles 10 to 20 nm In diameter, The
largest of the cavities appear to be facetted$ the facets indicate the
onset of swelling,
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FiqureCaptions

FigureI. Fracturesurfaceof commercialcastberylliumsheet
tensilespecimenfrom0.008"(O.20mm)thicknessfollowing
irradiationat 400°Cto 8 dpa at (a) low, (b)intermediate
and (c)highermagnification.Failureis caused'inpart
by transgranularcleavage,

Figure2. Fracturesurfaceof commercialcastberylliumsheet
tensilespecimenfrom0.002"(0.05mm) thicknessfollowing
irradiationat 400°Cto 8 dpa at (a)low and (b)higher
magnification.Failureis causedby intergranular
fracture,

Figure3. Examplesof dislocationstructurein commercialcast

berylliumsheetfollowin_irradiationat 4000Cto 8 dpa in
(a) 1010contrast,(b)_11 contrastand (c)I]01contrast
for a foilnear (I]02),(d)]010contrastfora rollnear

(I_I0),(e)_110 contrast,(_I0111contrast and (g)]101
contrastfor the foilnear (_02), and (h)0()02contrast
for thefoilnear (I_I0).

Figure4, Examplesof heliumbubbleformationin commercialcast
berylliumsheetfollowingirradiationat 400°Cto 8 dpa
showinga grainboundarynode in (a)and a subgrain
boundaryusingweak-beamdark-fieldcontrastin (b),

Figure5. Examplesof heliumbubblesin arc castberyllium
irradiatedat 500°Cto I dpa (a)on matrixdislocations
and (b)on subgrainboundariesandnearbymatrix
dislocations.
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Figure i, Fracture surface of: commercial cast: berylliunl sheet
t ensi Ie speci men f rom O,008" (O,20mm)I:hi ckt_ess f"oI i owi t_g
•Irradiation at 400"C to 8 dpa at (a) low, (b) int:or'nlediate
and (c) higher magnification, Failure is caused in part
by transgranul ar cl eaVage,



Figure 2. Fracture surfaceof commercialcast berylliumsheet
tensile specimenfrom 0,002" (0.05 mm) thicknessfollowing
irradiationat 400°C to B dpa at (a) low and (b) higher
magnification. Failureis caused by intergranular
fracture,
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Comparison of beryllium and

graphiteI I III II I I I I II III I I I I I I II II II II I II I I I ........

BERYLLIUM GRAPHITE

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ,.
- THERMAL BETTER
. REFRACTORY BETI"ER
_. MECHANICAL BETTER

c

PMI PROPERTIES

- OUTGASSING BETI'ER
- EROSION EQUAL
- HYDROGEN BETI'ER

HIGH HEAT FLUX

- NORMAL EQUAL
- OFF-NORMAL BETTER

NEUTRON EFFECTS

- LIFETIME EQUAL
- PROPERTY LOSS BETFER

MACHINE BEHAVIOR

- CURRENT DEVICES BETI'ER
- D-T REACTORS BEqq-'ER !! '

102389A t,,_w
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Beryllium also shows significant
tgassingOU

i ,., ,, ,

I I I II I I II I I I I , IIIIIIIIIIIII II I

V,m3/sec •kg , Hot pressed 35 ,at 1410 K

5 r,°c at 5 MPa

i0.8 6 Hydrogen and water vaporare the main gases evolved
800

Chemisorbed gases and
surface reactions dominate
the release

i i i , ii i ii i iiii

Beryllium outgassing is quantitatively less than
that of graphites
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The database for hydrogen diffusion

in beryllium is meagermUll n l III I Ill
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5. The total release of deuterhim as measured (o) and calculated (.... ) by Hsu et
al [6]. Solid line is the result of the present interpretation using either of the least
squares fits in Fig.4 together With the lower curve in Fig.3.
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41 Pumping parameter for deuterium/beryllium versus reciprocal temperature.
Open circles represent values taken from the lower curve in Fig.3 given the
release/fluence measurements of Hsu ct al [6]. Solid lines represent least squares

flits to the above, while dashed lines show several values taken from the literature.
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Beryllium's ,bulk, tritium inventory

maY2not be better than graphite's , _I I I I I I III ii I I10_
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Thermal Conductivity of Plasma Sprayed Beryllium
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OVERVIEW

Beryllium research is an important activity in the Fusion Safety Program at the
Idaho National Engineering l._lboratory, lt is proceeding in several directions,

• Mechanical testing of irradiated Be to determine changes in mechanical properties
due to neutrons,

i

• Be-steam oxidation rate experiments,

• Permeation tests of rolled foils and plasma-sprayed Be to measure transport and
trapping characteristics,

• Soret effect research to measure the heat of transport of tritium in beryllium and

other plasma-facing materials,

• Development of processes for reclamation of irradiated beryllium as a tritium
source and to mitigate waste disposal problems,

l will not say much about the first two areas. Joe Beeston has given you a good
summary of the work we have done to evaluate the changes in mechanical properties for
material of various densities brought on by neutron irradiation, I would refer you to the
handout he has prepared which is available here, and which will be included in the
proceedings of this workshop, The work on beryllium-steam oxidation rates will be
summarized shortly by Galen Smolik. He presented a paper earlier in the week that
gave the details of that work. That paper will be included in these proceedings as weil.
I will focus here on the last three items listed above.

The work that we do on beryllium is mostly done in our Tritium Researci_

Laboratory. This is a small facility located in the Test Reactor Area at the INEL. lt is
located about 45 miles or 70 kilometers west of Idaho Falls.

PLASMA-DRIVEN PERMEATION TESTING

There is still considerable uncertainty in our understanding of the diffusion and
trapping characteristics of hydrogen isotopes in beryllium. Swansiger's determination x of
solubility of hydrogen in pure beryllium seems correct, but it implies significant trapping
takes place, possibly in oxides, at low temperatures. His results, shown in Figure 1, are
quite different from the values given by Jones and Gibson 2 (S = 1,9 x 10s / Pa 1_, no
temperature dependence) that we usually see quoted. It is interesting that when
measured in atom fraction per atm _a, Swansiger's data in Figure 1 suggest a pre-
exponential on solubility of unity. It is also interesting that the tritium release data
taken by Baldwin 3 that I analyzed earlier, 4 reproduced here in Figure 2, show the same
activation energy of 78 kJ/mole for temperatures below that where breakaway swelling
takes place,
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t
7 []

_" ...r- S = exp[-9380/T (K)] (atom fraction)
_., Air"

5 (78 kJ/mole) ,, ,,,
I

E Retention In oxide _ ,"I

_ 3- ,, ,,'
i

i) I)"
O 441

'-- 2
= IIn

0 •cn ,, 0.057 - 0.08 mm, 99,8% Be
, 0.10 - 0.15 mm, 99.8% Be
A 0.057 - 0.08 mm, 98.5% Be

1 l l l
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

, 1000/'!" (K)

Figure l. Experimental data from Swansigerl show a characteristic enthalpy of solution
for metalic beryllium and retention in other forms,

Measurements of diffusivity are highly variable and appear to reflect m lpping
characteristics associated with impurities. 5 Without enumerating them here, a good
review of reported values is given by Abramov et al.6 There appears to be considerable
evidence that the variability in these measurements correlates well with the impurity
content. We have observed the same phenomena in plasma-driven permeation tests on
tungsten. 7

We are aware that there are many pitfalls in trying to do plasma-driven permeation
experiments on beryllium. We hope to take advantage of the experience of Sandia
Livermore Laboratories, McMaster University, and others and combine that with what
we believe is an excellent modelling capability to generate improved understanding of
the processes involved with tritium in beryllium, The apparatus we use is sketched in
Figure 3. lt is a rather conventional system with differentially pumped upstream and
downstream target chambers. Permeation and reemission rates are determined from
residual gas analyzer measurements agatnst those with calibrated leaks. The target

2
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Figure 2, Baldwins tritium release data :_show the same actlwltlon energy as do
Swanslger's solubility data,

chamber is capable of heattng the target foils to approximately 500°C, We typically use
1,5.kV D3+k_nsfor the trnplantatlon beam,

SORET EFFECF[' RESEARCH

The Soret effect is the motion of solute in a medium under a temperature gradient,
It is characterized by the Heat of Transport, Q',

J = -D Vn + nQ______*W]
RT 2 )

Though normally neglected, tt may be dominant in high heat and particle loading
applications such as a fusion reactor divertor, Analyses ustng Sugtsaki's values for other



Figure 3, Schematic wf experimental apparatus used at the INEL for plasma-driven
permeation experiments,

materials 8 suggest inventory and permeation may be increased or decreased by factors
of ten wr s(), depending un the direction of the temperature gradient and the sign of Q',

Sugtsakt has measured Q' for group V metals, but tt has not been measured fur
beryllium, WE have a research program at Idaho State University to measure lt, The
experiments Involve charging beryllium wafers with tritium and then suspending them
between heat stnks for varying periods of time, Acid dissolution from one stde tn
successive steps while the other side is protected with a polymer coating will give
information about the trtttum d!strtbutlon In the beryllium when the specimens were
removed from the test chamber,

RECLAMATION OF IRRADIATED BERYLLIUM
/

Neutron Irradiation causes significant changes irl beryllium, Heltunl ts produced
that causes swelling and embrittlement, givtng tt a finite ltfettme tn nuclear applications,
Tritium ts produced along with the helium, The reaction chain responsible for trlttum
production ts

9Be + n -, 61tc + (_



6tle -, 6Lt + 13'

6Lt + n-,aH +

Fission reactors such as the Advanced Test Reactor at the INEL use beryllium neutron
reflectors, Over the course of the lifetime oi' such a retlector, more than a million curies
oi'tritiumarege,neratedintheberylllum,Tiffshasa cornmerclalvalueaswellasbelng
a nuisance to deal with when lt comes time to dispose of the beryllium, Fusion reactors
will use much larger quantities of berylllurn, Problems we now face with fission reactor
beryllium will be, multiplied many times when fusion reactors terne Into use,

Impurity activation turns beryllium Into a faMy strong y-emitter (mainly _Co and
S"Mn), This causes additional difficulties for disposing of the beryllium or even for
removing the tritium, Even after several years, the gamma activity of such material is
several mllllseverts per gram, One of the research areas needed is for manufacturers to
remove the impurities the cause such activation products to levels where this will not be
a problem, Table 1 lists nominal Impurities for beryllium such as that used In present-
day fission reactors, 'Fable 2 lists calculated activation products from such impurities,

Table 1, Nominal Impurities In fission reactor beryllium (PAEDS sample data),

Lot 28111 Lot 2870

Content (%) Content (%...).

Be 98,67 98,26
Bee 1,67 1,70
C (),II0 O,I00
Al 0,100 (},085
Cr 0,011 0,()10
Fe 0,13(/ 0,153

Mg (),C}04 0,006
Mn 0,016 0,(i)12
Ni 0,014 0,014
Cu 0,()09 0,008
Sl 0,030 0,030
TI (),024 0,021

.,,,

lt is bcconllng more difficult tc)dispose of irradiated beryllium, Wt are developing
ways to remove the radionuclides so the beryllium may be safely disposed of or recycled,
One of these Is actd solutton followed by processing on an ion exchange column, It
appears that we will be successful tn developing a process that will allow the recycle or

IP"_P



i

Table 2, Activation calculation for a neutron fluence of 2,6 × 1()2t n/cre:_ (E > 1 MEV),

Half life Concentration

Isotope Product, ....(d) _ (appn!)

_I-I 18,6 keV 13" 4500 350

46Sc 0,85 MeV y 83,8 0,0124
1,12 MeV V

'S4Mn 0,83 MEV"/ 312,5 0,216

'S_Co 0,81 MeV y '70,8 0,0634
(),475 MeV [3+

I'

6°Co 1,33 MeV ? 1923 0,0175
1,17 MeV y

I

SUMMARY

In summary, we are working with beryllium in five fundamental areas: plasma.
driven implantation, oxidation reactions with steam, Soret effect research, waste disposal
and recycling, and measuring the effect of irradiation on its mechanical properties, Each
of these has its own challenges, but wt believe we arc making progress in each of the
areas,
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iIdent-ific-ati, on.......o'f ...........reaction_o!uo_lii i1[ i i i iii iii iiii i i i i i l

!

Be not observed

Be/Li20 .........................

I-i20 no ,measurement

Be not observed
i i,,r i

Formation of ZrO2
Be/t_i2ZrO3 was observed.

Li2ZrOa "
Be + Li2ZrOa -*

BeO+ZrO2+2L.i ,
!

i,, I I tl __

I I j I I I I I I III I I I I I

Be not observed

Be/l_i4SiO4 .........

Li4SiO4 not observed

II i
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State of Irradiation on Be Specimens
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Irradiation Specimens, _ ....... :_ , ,,,_, , , i ,i,i : . • .............
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Configuration of Irradiation Capsule
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NEW BERYLLIUM PRODUCTS
FOR

FUSION REACTOR APPLICATIONS

J. M. Marder
Brush Wellman Inc.
17876St, Clair Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio 44110

INTRODUCTION

The use of beryllium In fusion reactors has gained acceptability as a potential
firstwall and breeder blanket material. Low atomic number, ability to better oxygen
and the neutron multiplication properties are of primary concern to designers of
plasma facing and blanket components, The details of the structural properties and
the exact form required to deal with helium generation, tritium retention and thermal
diffusivity requirements have not been determined as yet. Two relatively new forms of
beryllium components, porous beryllium and beryllium foam are described. These
forms may be of particular value in fusion reactor applications.

The use of powder metallurgy techniques are of substantial value in beryllium
fabrication schemes. Powder technology was originally developed in order to
overcome the inherent lack of strength and ductility of cast beryllium, Static vacuum
cast and arc cast beryllium have grain sizes in excess of 75-100 microns, and are
inherently of limited structural value, with yield strengths typically less than 20 ksi and
essentially no ductility in the as-cast condition, Powder metallurgy products have a
grain size tailored to the requirements of the application, as low as 1 micron. Yield
strengths up to 80 ksl and ductilities up to 5% elongation can be realized in
as-consolidated powder metallurgy derived parts. Powder metallurgy techniques also
confer a high degree of materialdesign flexibility, is demonstrated by the capability of
tailoring material density, as is done in porous beryllium and foam fabrication.

POROUS BERYLLIUM

The development of porous beryllium was initiated as part of a 1983
development effort. There were two objectives of this program. The first was the
fabrication of six 6 in. diameter by 6 in. high cylinders, two at 55% two at 65%, and
two at 75% theoretical density. These objectives were modified to density levels of
65%,75% and 95% during the course of the program. Th9 second objective was the
fabrication of twenty cylinders, 2-1/2 in. diameter by 3 in. high, ali at 75% theoretical
density.



The starting material for this program was S-65 impact ground powder, having
the blocky morphology shown In Figure 1, The approach taken was a cold Isostatic
press (CIP)/sinter technique, In thls process, beryllium powder Is loaded into a
rubber container; and then placed Into an autoclave and subjected to Isostatic
compression, using water as the pressurlzlng medium. The as-loaded density of
Impact ground beryllium powder is approximately 55%, and the CIP operation raises
the density up to about 70%, depending upon the pressure employed, This process
should be contrasted to the unlaxlalcold press and sinter process used for
manufacture of JET belt limiter tiles. Cold press/sinter manufacture requires that the
part have a uniform plan section, This process Is quite economical for large
production runs of flat parts, The CIP technique allows greater geometrical flexibility.

Sintering of cold pressed beryllium is carried out In vacuum to prevent oxidation
during the elevated temperature process, Typically, temperatures of 1150-1250C are
used, The melting point of beryllium, 1283 C, provides an upper bound upon the
sintering temperature. Densities of up to 99% of theoretical are achievable using
CIP/Slnter technology. The objective of this program, however, was to achieve
controlled porosity levels rather than fully dense material.

Table 1 shows the conditions used for pressing 1 In. diameter test pieces. CIP
pressures of 10, 20, 30 and 40 ksl were employed. Sintering temperatures of 1150 and
1250 C were employed. The maximum density achieved was 80% theoretical. Figure
2 shows density variation as a function of CIP pressure, and little density variation as a
function of temperature in the range used was noted. The behavior of the billets
observed the Walker-Bal'shin empirical relationship

Density= 1/{A-B In P}
where:

A, B empirical constants
P = CIP pressure

The results obtained for the small test pieces did not predict the behavior of the
large, 6 in. diameter billets. Using a CIP pressure of 20 ksi and a sintering
temperature of 1200 C, 65% density was expected. In fact, a density of 94%
theoretical was achieved, lt was found that near-surface effects, which predominated
In the 1 in. diameter test pieces, perturbed the results. Therefore, trials were made in
6 In. diameter test pieces. Processing parameters and density measurements for the
6 in. diameter pieces are presented in Table 2. Density values of 94%, 71% and 65%
theoretical were achieved. Density was measured volumetrically, because infiltrationof
water into the porosity was not desirable.

Metallography performed upon specimens representing the three density levels
are presented In Figure 3. The porosity in the 65% and 71% dense material is
apparently interconnected, and the morphology of the pores is obviously related to the

2



powder morphology, lt was noted that the two lower density levelswere permeable to
water flow when density measurement was attempted by the water Immersion
technique, Quantitativemetallography showed good correlation with the volumetric
density measurements,

In fabricating the 2-1/2 In, diameter, 3 In, high, 75% theoretical density
cylinders, a second test program was undertaken. Ttaerewas substantlally better
predictability, but the 1 In, test pieces still underestimated the density of the final parts,
Therefore, three groups of specimens were processed, with the Intent of adjusting the
sintering temperature to approach the required 75% theoretical density after each
Iteration, The results are shown in "Fable3. The first six pads, processed at a
pressure of 20 ksi, and a 1200 C sintering temperature showed an average density of
78%. The second group, sintered at 1175 C showed a density of 75%. The third
group, sintered at 1140Cshowed a final density of 74%. Reproducibilltywas good, as
shown In Table 3,

The first task demonstrated that a wide variety of densities could be achieved,
and the second task demonstrated that the results were reproducible. Geometry and
CIP parameters provide the most easily manipulable control of the process.

BERYLLIUM FOAM

Beryllium foam provides a material at the opposed end of the density spectrum
from porous beryllium. Typical foam densities can be tailored with tn the range of 12
to 23% theoretical. The cells within the foam can be governed within the size range of
1 to 4 mm. tn diameter, and the cells are completely connected. The process for
producing the foam Is consistent with Integral, solid walls or other structures of
beryllium within or surrounding the foam. A typical foam structure is shown in Figure
3.

The properties of the foam generally obey Ashby's model of the behavior of
cellular sollds. For example, the elastic modulus of the foam materials which have
been Investigatedto date follow the behavior described by:

F_/ E = C[ Pl/ p]2
whore:

p- Density of solid
pf- Density of Foam
E - Elastic Modulus of Solid

- Elastic Modulus of Foam

This same relationship apparently holds for ultimate tensile strength and yield
strength as well as for Elastic Modulus. The characteristics and properties of beryllium



foams which can be manufactured by Brush Wellman are presented In Table 4, lt
should be noted that the ligamentsof the foam products are fully dense, and have
good ductility, The Ashby relatlonshlp is valid only for bodies Whichdeform by elastic
buckling of the ligaments, rather than by brittle compressive fracture,

lt ts important to note that solid beryllium can be Integrally Incorporated Into the
foam, as shown by the polished face and back plate of the foam shown In Flgure 5,
The solid components can be placed anywhere, at the perlphery or center, Foams up
to about 18 inches in diameter and 50 inches long can currently be manufactured.
Foam processing allows a number of design options, In terms of configuration and
properties which may be of use tna breeder blanket application.

SUMMARY

In summary, two new beryllium products, porous beryllium and beryllium foam
have been introduced to the fusion reactor community. The unique characteristics of
these materials, in concert with Inherent beryllium characteristics may provide attractive
design alternatives for breeder blanket applications.
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TABLE{I

CIPPressure $1nteringTemperature Density
._ '_ ,- "C (_ Theoretlcal}

i0 2100 1150 61
20 2100 1150 66
30 2100 1150 70
50 2100 1150 73

10 2195 1200 59
20 2195 1200 65
30 2195 1200 70
50 2195 1200 70



,TABLE 2

CIPPressure SinteringTemp_r'ature Denslty
(k,s,i} ,,,F," °_C, (% Theoretlcal )_

20 2195 1200 94

20 2195 1200 94

, 20 2015 I!00 69

20 201,5 1100 72

15 1970 1075 64

15 1970 1075 65
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TABLE 3

SInteringTemperature Density
'F - 'C (%Theoretical)

._ Lot i
IIII

2195 1200 78
2195 1200 78
2195 1200 78
2195 1200 78
2195 1200 78
2195 1200 77
2195 1200 77

Lot 2
i i

2150 1175 74
2150 1175 75
2150 1175 75
2150 1175 74
2150 1175 75

', 2150 1175 74
2150 1175 74

Lot 3

2085 , 1140 73
2085 1140 74
2085 1140 74
2085 1140 74
2085 1140 73
2085 1140 74

r
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FIGURE1: Soanntng electron micrograph of blocky Impact ground powder.
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FIGURE3: A typical berylliumfoam structure
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INTRODUCTION

Mani,'facturing Science Corporation (MSC) has recently begun producing a new
ingot metallurgy (lM) form of beryllium on a commercial basis. An extremely low
beryllium oxide (BOO) content distinguishes iM beryllium from the more
commonly-known powder metallurgy (PM) form. This low BeO content of lM
beryllium gives rise to a variety of attractive characteristics, including improved
formability, ductility and weldability.

The process used to manufacture lM beryllium sheet is simpler than that used for
PM as isevident inFigure 1. At MSC ingots are made by recycling clean beryllium
scrap metal in the modern vacuum induction casting foundry shown in Figure 2.
These ingotsare machined into billets and clad with a thick steel can to enable hot
(> 1000C) rolling, which causes the columnar cast structure to convert to an
equiaxed fine-grain microstructure as shown in Figure 3. The rolling is done on
the large production rolling mill shown in Figure 4. This mill is located within
MSC's plant inOak Ridge,Tennessee. as is the other ingot metallurgy processing
equipment described herein The plant is equipped with state-of-the-art
environmental controls and is fully licensedfor beryllium processing.

An unclad billet, a canned billet, and rolled sheet and foil can be seen in Figure 5.
Typical mechanical properties of lM beryllium are presented in Table 1 and the
elevated temperature properties are shown in Figure 6. Note that the elevated
temperature ductility is well above 50% at the higher temperatures.

The sheet and foil can be manufactured into a variety of configurations using
conventional sheet metal forming techniques, lM beryllium can be brazed, braze-
welded and, in thin sections, fusior'__elded. Furnaces used for heat treating and
brazing beryilium at MSC are shown in Figure 7 and the electron beam welder
used for braze- and fusion-welding is shown in Figure 8.

MSC has demonstrated that lM beryllium can be roll-bonded to itself and to
dissimilarmetals usingthe large rolling mi_lshown inFigure 4. Preliminarywork at
New Mexico Tech has also shown that lM beqfll,,umcan be explosivelybonded to
copper. These techniques may be useful in _abricatingcomponents for first wall
use in fusion reactors such as JET and ITER.

li



, THERMOPH¥SICAL PROPERTIES

In order to more fully characterize lM beryllium for use in fusion reactor
applications, MSC contractedwith the ThermophyslcalPropertiesResearch Lab
(TPRL) at Purdue University, Figure 9, to measure a number of pertinent
propertiesof some 3-mm lM Be recentlyproduced at,MSC This report presents
these data,

S_ecific Heat

Specific heat, Cp, was measured using a differential scanning calorimeter and
sapphire as a reference material. Ali measured quantitiesare directly traceable to
NBS standards. Specific heat of lM beryllium is plotted in Figure 10, contrasted
with PM beryllium in Figure 11, and ali of the Cpmeasurements are presented in
Table 2. The Cp of lM beryllium agrees favorably with published data for PM
berylliumand is slightly higher at the temperatures measured.

,

Thermal Diffusivity.and Conductivlty

Thermal diffusiivity was determined using the laser flash diffusivity method in
which a short laser burst impacts the front face of a small sample and the resulting
rear-face temperature rise is recorded. The thermal diffusivity of lM beryllium is
plotted in Figure 12. Thermal conductivity, k, was calculated from these results
and these data are plotted in Figure 13, compared to PM beryllium in Figure 14,
and the results are presented in Table 3. The lM results show the same trend of
decreasing k with increasing temperature as does PM beryllium over the
temperature range measured. As with C_, the conductivity tends to be slightly
higher for lM beryllium than for PM beryllium,

Thermal Expansion

A dual push-rod dilatometer that measures the differential expansion between the
sample and a known standard reference material was used for these
measurements at TPRL. Samplestaken from 0o,450, and 90o:with respect to the
final rolling direction were evaluatedto look for possible anisotropy.

Thermal expansion is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 15 for the lM
materials in this study. Little effect of orientation is evident. The thermal
expansion of lM beryllium is compared to PM beryllium in Figure 16. Note that
although orientation effects can cause a substantial difference in expansion, as

IIJ
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shown by the upper and lower curves In Figure 16, the lM beryllium data tracks
the Isotropic polycrystalline center curve very weil. The actual thermal expansion
data for lM beryllium are presented in Table 4. At very 10wtemperatures where
the absolute expansion values are quite small the lM data differs substantially with
some recent PM beryllium data that are not included In the plot in Figure 16.
These differences may due more to experimental error than to the materials since
the source of the new PM data estimatesmeasurementerrors of 10%at 50 °K.

The lM expansion data has been converted into average coefficient of expansion
data and these are plotted in Figure 17 as a function of temperature. The
orientationeffects of rolling are more pronounced by this method of analysis.

ElectricalResistivity

The electrical resistivity of lM beryllium was measured in the temperature range
from liquid nitrogen to 500oC. These data are plotted In Figure 18.

'l

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the measurements reported herein was to provide a database for
designers to use for lM beryllium and to learn whether orientation effects due to
rolling cause anisotopic properties. The results show that the thermophysical
properties of lM beryllium are comparable to and in some respects slightly better
than PM beryllium. No significantorientation effects were observed.

Although chemical analyses are not yet available for the lM beryllium used in this
study, previous results on similar material suggest that the BeO content will be
< 100 ppm, Fe is about 1200 ppm, and AI, Sl and C will each be about 700 ppm.
The beryllium content will be > 99.5% and the immersion density 1.847 g/cc.





,Solid beryllium scrap is recycled by melting in this furnace.

The liquid metal is bottom-poured into a mold that promotes

directional cooling via a controlled thermal gradient.

FIGURE 2
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A variety o! techniques are used at MSC to weld and braze berylliurn

components and assemblies. Shown above is an electron beam welder
i

that c'an accomodate pieces up to 10--.ftlong by ,30-in. high.

Figure 8
_
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.Table 1

, Summaryof RoomTemperature MechanicalPropertiesof Ingot MetallurgyBe

,_1,Tensile

a) Ultimate :42,000 psi. / _
b) Yield : 25,000 psi . ..;,:: _1
c) Mtcroyleld : 2,000 psi
d) Elongation : 4%
e) Red. in Area: 4%
f) Modulus of Elasticity : 44,000,000 psi
g) PlastteRegion :Stress (S)- Strain (e) Curve : S = A e_, whereA = 65,000 psi
and ,, = O,14

h) Poisson' s Ratio : 0.07, by analogy with powder metallurgyand limitedtesting
of ingot metallurgyberyllium.

a),Ultimate: estimated to be 0.9 x Tensile Ultimatebased on data from powder
block Be,

b) Modulus : 21,000,000 psi, based on ultrasonic measurementsand torsion tests
of powder-source beryllium.

a.JE g
a) Ultimate : 109,000 psi
b) Yield: 59,000 psi

4, Fatigue
Stress for failure at 1million cycles = 0.42 x UltimateTensile Strength ( --. 16,000
psi ).

a) PlaneStressFractureToughness, 37 Ksi-In.0,5,
b) Mini-Charpy
.- Unnotched : 220 in-lb/sq.in.
-- Notched: 20 In-lb/sq.ln.



SPHEATBE,XLS

................................i.............................................,........[......................Tabl-e-.2....................................L............................--...........i .....i........ ......................,
'................................ specific Heat (Cp).0f Beryllium.... i , .

.._ lM = Ingot Me_a.lturgy, PM = Powder Metallugy

This Work (lM) 1 Pa (*) ...................i.......PM_..(_.*_*)_._comparison
T_e_m_P_-_._.....__T.e_mp.i................CP_..........I.............cp..................T_em_p.....cp Temp. Cp ofThisWork

.......(C).................(_K)...........(W-s/._g-K).....(oa_/_g.:K).................!K)..........(ca_/g-.K_)............(K).......(_a!/g;K)_W__t_h_eMBe.,_.....
23 296 1,830 ' 0,437

_............................. .i-- ................. _ ........................................

;52 ......... ---3-2-5........ 1.9'72 0,471 323 0,465 320 0.455 1.4%
77 350 2.064 0.493

102 375 2,163 0.517 373 0,490 5.5%
127 400 2.249 0.538

.............................. ' ......................... ' _L177 450 2.384 0,570 I/

............................... :.............. {,.........................

202 475 2.437 0.582 /
...................................4........................................................................................................... 4-............................................................................................................

t

227 _ 500 2,483 0,593 i
t"

252 525 21522 0,603 .......................__ 520 0.592 1.8%
277 550 2.556 0,611 I

.... i 1
302 575 2.588 0,619 .......................i............. : ........ .--..f ....................................................

327 600 2,615 0,625 ,I
............................. 4- .................................................. 4- ............................. l* ................... t ..................... _'- ..................

_352.................6_2__5............_2_:62!..............0-626 .................._623.......i__0.,.6_15....... 619 0.630 1,9%
377 ......................65_0__........ 2'654 ......... 0'_634...... i

402 675 2,688 l 0,642 _ 673 !0,635 1,2%
:;-d..........Y66................2_7-26....[l---0_656.... ]
452 725 2.751 0.657 723 0.655 719 0,654 0.4%

...........................................

477 750 2.779 0,664
.........

502 775 2.805 0.670 773 0,672 -0.2%
527 800 2,831 0.677

.......................................................................................................

552 825 2.856 0.683 821 0.677 0.8%
...........................

577 ..............850 2.879 0.688 l
602 875 2.888 0.690 I

[ [-
From Handbook of Thermophysical Properties of Metals, PurdueUniversity, 1975

..... I ,i-.............................................[iii..............................................Ginnings, D.C. et.al., NBS-5, Mar., 1959 ..................................



_[ ' .[ I Table3 [ j

T Sintered Powder Vac.Ca_ &Extruded Extruded Flake ingot Metallurgy This Work

___(_C_L__te_mp(c) k temp (c) k .t_.emp__(C_)__k te.m_p_.(C}...... .k..........a__s_t_O..f_._n.ext_
0 hlghest

20 1,868

100 90 1.607 100 1.824 13,5%

200 200 1.556 220 1.326 203 1.247 200 1.550 -0,4%

282 1.276

300 300 1,515 318 1.146 290 1,205 300 1.342 --41_4_o .....
377 1.079 340 1.172

400 400 1.142 400 1.199 11,1%

473 1.067

500 485 1.079 500 1.149 6.5%

564 1.021

600 566 1.075 600 1.141 6.1%

* From Handbook _ Thermophysical Prope_ies of Metals, Purdue Un_ersity, 1975 , ,



THEXPBE.XLS

....................:_i............t...............l........................'Tab__..4_.].........................1_.1..........................1...............1___.1.............................................
Therma! Contraction and Expansion of Beryllium Upon Cooling/Heating from 20C (%).

....................................................................................................................................................................I 1 '.........................................................

Temp. Temp Expanslon, %............................... % Temp. .....................................

(K) (C)_ Long 45 ....Trans...............Avg. ....... ,__K)___.................................
85 -188 -0.1526 -0.1523 -0.1505 -0.1515 -0.1286 85 17.8%
90 -183 -0.1517 -0.1518 -0.1493 -0.1505 -0.1281 90 17.5%

110 -163 -0.1445 -0.1449 -0 1422 -0.1435 -0.1254 110 14.4%

130 -143 -0.1346 -0.1350 -0.1316 -0.1332 -0.1209 130 10.2%
.............................................. ---- .......................

150 -123 -0.1230 -0.1220 -0.1196 -0.1211 -0.1140 155 6.2%
-- m

170 -103 -0.1092 -0.1081 -0.1057 -0.1072 -0.1048 177 2.3%
................................................................................................................................. .................... __ ......

220 -53 -0.0671 -0.067B -0.0664 -0.0669 -0.0713 224 / -6.1%

293 20 - t
380 107 O.1095 O.1106 O01084 O.1092 O.1130 373 -3.3%

430 157 O.1804 O.1820 0 1784 O.1798
....

480 207 0.2570 0.2584 0 2542 0.2560

530 257 0.3380 0.3390 0 3336 0.3361

580 307 0.4222 0.4224 0 4162 0.4193 0.4160 573 0.8%...............................

630 357 0.5102 0.5090 0 5015 0.5056

730 457 0.6953 0.6922 0 6803 0.6870

780 507 0.7920 0.7870 0.7732 0.7814 0.7430 773 5.2%

830 557 0.8912 0.8835 0.8900 0.8887
....................... _ ....................................................

880 607 0.9928 0.9820 0.9681 0.9778

930 657 1.0947 1.0821 1.0699 1.0792

980 707 1.1995 1.1845 1.1538 1.1729 1.0870 973 7.9%

-.Data-below 20c taken from Swanson. C-iAi--u-0f-i-0wa_--i_-a-¥28, 1991 foil-liP Be-....................................................

Data above 20C taken from Handbook of Thermophysical Properties of Metals, Purdue

u-niv-;;___-9_-I I.................F....................._ FT............................................
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Implications of Beryllium:Steam interactions
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Beryllium Reaction Rates
in Steam

Temperature, °C
0 0 0
0 Q 0 0 0 0 0

1.0E+ 2 - , , , , , , ,

u}, _- © - INEL: Fully dense
_J¢::: _- • -INEL: 88 percent dense

w TRW data(1965)' Fully dense

t_ 1.0E+ 1 - c_ ___ Rate = 7.9x 104e'25'500/aT

i

1.05 +0 _-

- % •

e_ - C,'_ •0

Rate = 4.8xl 09e'51'400/RT _ \/_P'_ '
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We havedeterminedreactionratesforfullydenseand "porous",88
percentd,ense,metallicberylliumin steambetween600°Cand 1230°C, These

materialmaterialscouldrepresenthighor low qualityplasmasprayed
respectively,on plasma-facingcomponents(PFCs)in a fusionreactor, The
porousberylliumexhibitedreactionrates200 timeshigherthansolid
materialand developeduncontrolled,self-sustaining,reactionsat
temperaturesas low as 600°C, With assumptionsfor a worst-caseloss of
coolantaccident(LOCA),we calculatethatfirstwall temperaturesin the

InternationalThermonuclearExperimentalReactor(ITER)couldcause.a2-mmthicklayerof eitherdenseor porousberylliumto completelyreact The
generationof over640 kg of hydrogenand aerosolscontaining68 kg of
berylliumduringsucha postulatedlong-termaccidentrepresentsserious
safetyconcerns, The poorthermalstabilityof the porousberyllium,which
couldalso representblanketmaterial,suggeststhat a more stableformor
compoundof berylliumshouldbe used for theseapplications.

IWorksupportedby the U.S,Departmentof Energy,Officeof FusionEnergy,
UnderContractNo, DE-ACO7-761D01570,



Introduction:

Berylliumis an attractivecandidatematerialfor the divertors,
limiters,and firstwallsin fusionreactors,The _etteringeffectof
berylliumand itslow radiantemissionas a plasmaimpurityhave enhanced
plasmaperformancein fusiontestmachines[li.The potentialof using
plasmasprayingfor in situresurfacingof plasmafacingcomponentsis
anotherattraction,Porousberylliummetalis alsobeingconsideredfor use
in the tritiumbreedingblanketfor fusionreactors[XI.This materialwould
be an effectivemultiplierand wouldprovidedesiredtemperaturegradients
acrossthe breedingblanketduringoperation,

Currentdesignsof the InternationalThermonuclearExperimentalReactor

(ITER)Lhowever,use waterto coolthe divertor,firstwall and breeding61anket, Safetyconcernsstemfromcoolingsystemfailuresthatmay inject
waterintothe plasmachamberor breedingblanket. Hydrogenproductionfrom
the exothermicreaction:Be + HxO- BeO +H_ couldleadto explosive
conditionswhenmixedwith air. ToxicBeO_ould alsobe volatilizedand
dispersed.Our literaturesurveyshowedthatthe principalinvestigationof
berylliumin high temperature,high pressuresteam,that of Blumenthaland
Santy[3],did not addressthe temperaturerangeandproductforms,i,e,,
denseand porousmaterialrequiredfor fusionapplications.Volatility,
alsolackingsufficientquantification,had beenreportedby Hastie[4]to be
promotedby the formationof Be(OH)_fromBeO We thereforebegana program
at the INELto bettercharacterizeBerylliuminteractionsin steam. We have
extendedthe temperaturerangeto includetemperaturesapplicablefor fusion
technology,testeddenseandporousformsof beryllium,establishedreaction
rateequations,,measuredvolatilityfromoxidizedberyllium,anddevelopeda
preliminarythermalmodelto predictradialtemperaturehistoriesfor ITER
to checksafetyconsequences of a worstcase LOCA.

Experimentalprocedures:

Berylliumsampleswere testedin a gas-tightglasswareassembly
containedwithina glovebox. Gasesflowedup pastan inductivelyheated
samplemonitoredwith a thermocouple,Temperatureswere heldconstantby
adjustingthe poweron the inductiongenerator.Glasscomponentsincluded
the test chamber,test chambercap, a primarycondenser,and a secondary
condenser.Downstreamfromthesecomponents,we usedan ice bathto
completelycondensesteamfromthe gas stream. A waterbathwas used as a
vaportrap and for collectingthe productgas, hydrogen,in a graduated
cylinder Argonwas usedas an initialpurgeand preheatgas, A test was
then initiatedby switchingto 100%,470°Cpreheatedsteamat a mass flow
rateof 0.17 g/s, The steamvelocityat the specimenswas 0.26m/s and the
pressurewas nominally8,6E+5Pa (0,85atm). Volatilizedspeciesdeposited
ontothe variouscomponents,The firstcondenserhad temperaturesof 150°C
to 230°Cand the secondcondensertemperaturesof I00°Cto 120°C,depending
uponthe targetedtest temperature.The volumeof collectedhydrogenwas
usedto determinereactionrate. Glasswarecomponentswere acidcleaned
followinga test. Thesesolutionswere processedand analyzedby

inductivelycoupledplasmaatomicemissionspectroscopy(ICP-AES).Oxidizedsampleswere examinedwith metallographictechniques



Specimenswere generally25,4 mm in diameter by 2.54 mm thick,
Specimensof fully dense berylliumwere prepared from round bar, Sample_of
the porous material were prepared from a billet producedfrom Brush-Wellman
structuralpowder,SP-2OO-F,having I0 to 12 _ nominal,particle size, The
44-mm diameterbillet had been isostaticallycold pressed at 415 MPa and
then sinteredfor four hours at 1100°C in a vacuum _f 0,013 Pa, Bulk
density for the porous sampleswas 1.63 ± 0.04 g/cre_, The sampleswere
machined dry, One sample of porous materialwas 7,4 mm thick to check
geometry effects,

Experimentalresults:

Rates for the beryllium:steamreactionas determinedby hydrogen
productionare shown in Figure I. Our data for dense berylliumshow good
i
inear fit at two regions on a _l.otwith _eciprocaltemperature(I/K).There is a transitionnear 9000 Reaction rates in liters H2(STP)/m-s

above and below this temperatureare representedby Eq. (I) and Eq, (2),
respectively, (R = 8,317 joule/mole-°K).

Eq, (I) Rate = 7,9xlO4e "I°6'7°°/RT',
Temp, _900°C

Eq, (2) Rate = 4,BxIOge'21S'OOO/RT;
Temp, _900°C

Fair agreementexists betweenour data and that of Blumenthaland Santy[3]
obtained at a similar steam pressure,but in a resistanceheated furnace.
Their steam temperaturemore closelymatched specimentemperaturethan in
our experimentsand may accountfor their slightly higher reported reaction
rates.

The behavior of porous berylliumwas quite differentfrom that of dense
metal. Samplescould not be held at targeted temperatures. After initial
incubationtimes, dependingupon temperatureand specimengeometry, samples
became thermallyunstable. Temperatureexcursionsdevelopeddue to the
exothermicheat of reaction. Temperaturesincreasedto over 1300°C and over
80 to 90 percent of the berylliumreacted. We observed a threshold
temperatureof 675°C to produce instabilityafter 240 s for 2.54-mm thick
specimens. A sample 7.4 mm thick, however,developedconditionswhich
promoted the self-sustainingreactionat a lower temperatureof 600°C after
5700 s, This demonstratedthe effect of geometry upon this behavior. Other
samples tested below the thresholdtemperaturedemonstratedswelling and
reduced couplingwith the inductionfield. Thus, targetedtemperatures
could not be maintained, Reactionrates were determinedfrom the stable
regions for both types of tests and are shown in Figure i. More scatter
exists for porous than for dense material, However, it appearsto be
parallel to the lower temperatureportion of the curve for the dense
material,but with a reactionrate approximately200 times higher.

Kineticsfor the dense berylliumtested at varioustemperaturesare
shown in Figure 2. Curves for the lower temperatures,i,e., 7BO°C or less,
show an initialparabolicstage that changeswith time into a region having
acceleratingreaction rates. Gas releasewith time then becomes linear.



Development of linear rates is particularly apparentfor samples tested
between 780°C and 900°C, Initial parabolic kinetics are very short-lived,
or not apparent, at higher temperatures. These plots in Figure ,, however,

show that linear kineticsappropriatelyrepresentreaction._tres from 600°Cto 1230°C for the Arrheniusrelationshipsdeveloped in Fig

The specimenof dense berylliumtested at 830°C shows featureswhich
explain the reaction kinetics. The photograph,Fig, 3, shows a thin,
fragile oxide layer that spalled from the specimen. This layer may or may
not have been instrumentalin causing the initialparabolickinetics
Separationfrom an underlayingless compactoxide could have occurred either
during the tests or during cool-down. The existenceof the underlaying
oxide apparent in Fig. 3 and shown in cross section in Fig, 4 confirms that
the outer layer was not protectivethroughoutthe test, The oxidation
rocess progressedinto the specimenbetweenberylliumparticIc,s
_ncorporatingthem into the scale, This increasedthe effectivereaction
area causingthe regionsof acceleratingreaction rates in Fig. 2. As this
process continueda maximum, constant,effectivesurfacearea was attained.
We noted the thicknessof the scale containingunreactedparticlesto be
approximately0,4 mm for both the 830°C and I025°C tests. Attainmentof a
constant effectivesurface area resulted in the onset of linear kinetics,

The extent of swelling and reaction for a porous berylliumspecimen
exposed for 3600 s at 600°C is shown in Fig. 5, The sample diameter swelled
by 20 percent. The dark appearanceon the outer and fracturedsurfaces,
Fig. 5, show that oxidationhad occurred at these locations. Loss of
mechanical integrityis evidentby the major fracture and other smaller
cracks. Handling caused portionsof the specimento disintegrateinto
powder. At higher magnification,a cross sectionalview of the specimen
showed oxidationbetweenparticlesand additionalvoid formation, This
confirmedthat steam had penetratedand reactedthroughoutthe specimen. We
have calculatedfrom volumetricexpansionanu specimenweight change that
porosity had increasedto 50 percent. The sample densityhad decreased by
40 percentto 0.98 g/cm3,

ICP/AESanalyseshave allowedus to determinevolatilizationrates.
Rates of berylliumlosses from samplesby volatilizationare shown in Fig. 6
for dense beryllium. Some oxide was visuallyapparent in the test chamber.
This may have resulted from spallingduring testing, cool-down,or handling.
We have discountedsuch contributions,and also, major oxide particlesand
scale similar to that shown in Fig. 3. Volatilizationrates that we have
calculatedmay thereforebe low. Berylliumdepositiondecreasedwith
distance from the specimenand less than 6 percent of the deposited
berylliumwas measured in the last condensercomponent. This gives us
confidence that most of the transportedberylliumwas trapped and measured.
We wish to highlightthe volatilizationrate, 65 _/m2-s, for the dense
berylliumat 700°C for calculationswhich follow. Volatilizationrates for
porous beryllium,which underwentrapid reaction,were similarto those of
the dense material tested at 1230°C. Volatilityfrom the porous samples,
which did not undergothermalexcursions,was low.

(



Calculationsand safety implications:_

We have developeda one-dimensionalthermalmodel a_ the INEL to
calculateradial temperaturehistoriesfor the inboardand outboard first
wall/blanket structuresof ITERfollowing a worst-caseLOCA that injects
steam into the plasma chamber. This is a preliminarymodel for a worst-case
LOCA, that.is, one that immediatelyvoidsall structuresof all cooling
water and results in radiationand conductionto the reactor vault as the
only path for the removalof decay heat [Modelingefforts are continuingand
will address sensitivityissues and other accidentscenarios]. Current
calculationsare conservativesince the assumptionof total water loss from
all cooling systemsrepresentsa very low frequencyevent. Nevertheless,
thermalhistoriesof first wall temperatures,assuminga berylliumsprayed
coatingof poor quality, i.e., porous material,are shown in Fig. 7. Other
model,,r5] have resulted in similar trends in post-accidenttemperature
histories,i.e., a thermal redistributionfollowingplasma terminationand a
subsequentthermalpeak due to decay heat. Differencesin assumptionssuch
as material emissivities,thermal boundaryconditions,and etc., cause peak
long-termtemperaturesto vary betweenfrom 600°C to 800°C.

We show in Fig. 7 that first wall temperaturesincreaseto 6000C in
approximately4.5xi05s (5 days). Porous berylliumwould then completely
react on both the inboardand outboardwalls within a half day producing
thermalspikes from the additionalrelease of energy. These calculations
are based upon Eq. (2) multipliedby 200 due to reactionrate differences
betweenporous and dense material. With a dense coatingof beryllium,first
wall temperatureswould reach 700°C after approximately1.6xi0° s, 18 days.
A 2-mm thick coatingof this materialwould then completelyreact during the
next 3 days. This would generate640 kg of hydrogen. Even seventyhours at
600_C would react 60 percentof the dense berylliumforming380 kg of
hydrogen. Such quantitiesof hydrogen, if accumulated,substantiallyexceed
the limit of 10 kg to remainbelow explosivehazards in ITER[6]. The
de'jayedand lower rate of hydrogengenerationpresents a different situation
than the rapid, short-termscenariofollowinga steam ingressaccidentwith
graphitetiles[7]. The slower hydrogenreleasepresentsthe need, and
opportunity,for hydrogenremovalor abatementduring such a long-term
accident involvingberyllium. One featurealreadyin the ITERdesign
reducesthe probabilityof hydrogen-airreactions,namely, the use of inert
gases in volumes adjacentto the torus.

We have calculatedthe quantity of berylliumvolatilizedfrom the first
wall during the temperatureexcursionsabove 700°C. Using the
volatilizationrate expressedabove, 65 #g/m_-s,the surface area of the
first wall, 750 m2, and a durationof 1.4xi0° s (16 days) above 700°C, we
calculatethat 68 kg of berylliumwill be volatilizedfrom the first wall.

Im_addition larger quantitiesand pieces of oxide could spall from the 750wall as i'ndicatedby Fig. 3. The largerparticlesshould not be widely
transported,but the volatilizedBeO in the form of vapor or small aerosol
particlescould be easily transported. Such a quantityof beryllium
distributedthroughoutthe reactor vault representsa serious safety concern
and a major cleanuptask to meet the industrialstandardof cleanlinessof
270 pg/m_.



The design for the ITER breeding blanket, which uses blocks of porous
beryllium for temperature control, assumes that temperatures of > 400-450°C
are needed to release and recover the tritium[2]. This is within 150°C of
the temperature that we have observed for thermal instability in the porous
beryllium. Our understanding of this phenomenon is not complete. Geometry,
porosity (effective surface area), time-dependent factors affecting heat
transfer, and steam availability likely all influence the threshold
temperature for thermal instability. Conditions may exist which lead to
spontaneous chemical reaction even below the 6000C which we have observed
Thermal modeling to more accurately predict possible temperature histories
is also needed to assess safety implications. The high chemical reactivity
that we have observed for porous beryllium in steam, however, suggests that
designers should consider more stable compounds or forms of beryllium with
lower effective reaction area.

Conclusions:

Beryllium:steam reaction resulting in the production of hydrogen and
beryllium-bearing aerosol are serious concerns for a worst-case LOCAthat
injects steam into the ITER plasma chamber. With the reaction rates that we
have measured for dense beryllium, this concern prevails even at predicted
post-LOCA temperatures of 600°C. Lower post LOCApeak temperatures should
be sought through design considerations and model verifications. Other
options have been discussed by Piet, et al[8], one of which is the use of
nonaqueous coolants.

The high reactivity of porous beryllium, which has produced thermally
unstable conditions at temperatures as low as 600°C, is a concern in using
this material for breeding blanket applications. Wepropose that dense
beryllium with geometries having lower effective reaction areas, e.g., l-mm
diameter spheres, or a more stable compound of beryllium, such as BeO,
should be considered.
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Beryllium Irradiation Swellinq, and_Embrittlement Studies

M. Dalle Donne(l) and D. R. Harries(2)

The development of several tritium breeding blanket concepts for

a DEMO fusion power reactor is being pursued as part of the

European Long Term Fusion Technology Programme. Approximately

230 tonnes of beryllium will be required as a neutron multiplier

in the solid breeder blanket design if a tritium breeding ratio

in excess of unity is to be achieved.

In addition to being compatible with the breeding, coolant and

structural materials in the blanket sectors, the beryllium will

also have to be dimensionally stable (that is, resistant to

irradiation-induced helium gas driven and, possibly, void

swelling), retain the required degree of mechanical integrity and

not suffer significant reduction in its initially high thermal

conductivity under the stresses imposed during normal service and

transients if the target dose of _ 70 dpa is to be achieved in

DEMO. Furthermore, cracking may occur if the embrittlement

induced by the irradiation is excessive, producing a decrease in

the thermal conductivity and resulting in enhanced helium gas

swelling and, possibly, disintegration of the material.

Most of the early development of beryllium in the European

nuclear industry was in support of reflector and fuel element

cladding applications in fission reactors. Fairly extensive data

were generated on the swelling and embrittlement at fluences up

to 5 x 1026 n/m 2 (> 1 MeV)but relatively low irradiation

temperatures. Furthermore, the work was carried out on

relatively impure and anisotropic beryllium produced abut 30

years ago and the material exhibited very low tensile ductility

(I) Kernforshcungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany.

(2) Consultant to KfK.
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at 200 ° - 600°C after irradiation to about 1.5 x 1025 n/m 2 (> 1

MeV) .

It is considered that the low temperature irradiation data are

not relevant to the proposed high temperature neutron multiplier

application of beryllium and there is a requirement to obtain

data on the more ductile and isotropic grades of beryllium now

produced by modern powder manufacture and consolidation

techniques.

An experiment has already been mounted in the SILOE mixed

spectrum reactor in France to study the irradiation temperature

(250 ° - 700°C) dependence of the swelling of beryllium at low

dose (3 dpa); in addition, it is planned to investigate the

swelling at a high dose of 60 dpa following irradiation at

temperatures of 400 ° - 500°C in the PHENIX fast reactor.

A programme to investigate the irradiation embrittlement of

beryllium hasalso been initiated; it involves the exposure of

tensile, disc compact tension and transmission electron

microscope specimens to a fluence of 1.5 x 1025 n/m 2 (> 1 MeV) at

temperatures of 200 °, 400 ° and 600°C in the BR2 reactor at Mol in

Belgium. The following grades of beryllium supplied by Brush

Wellman are included: S-65 and S-200F containing 0.65 and 1.5%

max. BeO respectively and produced using impact ground powders

and consolidated by (a) axial vacuum hot pressing (VHP) and (b)

direct hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Pre- and post-irradiation

as well as thermal control tensile and fracture toughness tests

will be carried out at the respective temperatures of irradiation

and also at a "stand-by" (coolant) temperature of 200 ° or 250°C.

Immersion density measurements will be performed on the tensile

samples before testing to evaluate the swelling; the helium and

tritium contents of the irradiated specimens will also be

determined. It is anticipated that this irradiation

embrittlement programme will be completed in 1994.
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A Test Program for Irradiation Embrittlement of
Beryllium at JET
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Beryllium Irradiation Swelling_ and Embrittlement Studies

M. Dalle Donne(l) and D. R. Harries(2)

The development of several tritium breeding blanket concepts for

a DEMO fusion power reactor is being pursued as part of the

European Long Term Fusion Technology Programme. Approximately

230 tonnes of beryllium will be required as a neutron multiplier

in the solid breeder blanket design if a tritium breeding ratio

in excess of unity is to be achieved.

In addition to being compatible with the breeding, coolant and

structural materials in the blanket sectors, the beryllium will

also have to be dimensionally stable (that is, resistant to

irradiation-induced helium gas driven and, possibly, void

swelling), retain the required degree of mechanical integrity and
4

not suffer significant reduction in its initially high thermal

conductivity under the stresses imposed during normal service and

transients if the target dose of _ 70 dpa is to be achieved in

DEMO. Furthermore, cracking may occur if the embrittlement

induced by the irradiation is excessive, producing a decrease in

the thermal conductivity and resulting in enhanced helium gas

swelling and, possibly, disintegration of the material.

Most of the early development of beryllium in the European

nuclear industry was in support of reflector and fuel element

cladding applications in fission reactors. Fairly extensive data

were generated on the swelling and embrittlement at fluences up

to 5 x 1026 n/m 2 (> 1 MeV) but relatively low irradiation

temperatures. Furthermore, the work was carried out on

relatively impure and anisotropic berylli1_m produced abut 30

years ago and the material exhibited very low tensile ductility

(i) Kernforshcungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany.

(2) Consultant to KfK.
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at 200 ° - 600°C after irradiation to about 1.5 x 1025 n/m 2 (> 1

MeV) .

It is considered that the low temperature irradiation data are

not relevant to the proposed high temperature neutron multiplier

application of beryllium and there is a requirement to obtain

data on the more ductile and isotropic grades of beryllium now

produced by modern powder manufacture and consolidation

techniques.

An experiment has already been mounted in the SILOE mixed

spectrum reactor in France to study the irradiation temperature

(250 °. - 700°C) dependence of the swelling of beryllium at low

dose (3 dpa); in addition, it is planned to investigate the

swelling at a high dose of 60 dpa following irradiation at

temperatures of 4000 - 500°C in the PHENIX fast reactor.

A programme to investigate the irradiation embrittlement of

beryllium has also been initiated; it involves the exposure of

tensile, disc compact tension and transmission electron

microscope specimens to a fluence of 1.5 x 1025 n/m 2 (> 1 MeV) at

temperatures of 200 °, 400 ° and 600°C in the BR2 reactor at Mol in

Belgium. The following grades of beryllium supplied by Brush

Wellman are included: S-65 and S-200F containing 0.65 and 1.5%

max. BeO respectively and produced using impact ground powders

and consolidated by (a) axial vacuum hot pressing (VHP) and (b)

direct hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Pre- and post-irradiation

as well as thermal control tensile and fracture toughness tests

will be carried out at the respective temperatures of irradiation

and also at a "stand-by" (coolant) temperature of 200 ° or 250°C.

Immersion density measurements will be performed on the tensile

samples before testing to evaluate the swelling; the helium and

tritium contents of the irradiated specimens will also be

determined. It is anticipated that this irradiation

embrittlement programme will be completed in 1994.
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